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PREFACE
The important role of the teacher is the assessing children’s progress, both in terms of 

their psychological development and the cognitive development as per the criteria provided in 

the curriculum. The scope of learning assessment and evaluation skills and awareness needs 

to be broadened to go beyond the limited context of syllabus-based achievement testing; the 

achievement scores m a subject need to be linked with the child’s overall development; the 

testing should cover higher level of learning objectives and not just information. T he National 

Curriculum Framework, 2005 proposes school-based evaluation as a long-term goal ot 

examination reform. Capacity building of the teacher in the implementation of new- evaluation 

practices as expected in the National Curriculum Framework, 2005.

History of evaluation and current practices; place of evaluation in learning and 

development of the learner, broadening the scope of assessment beyond achievement testing 

to cover child's overall development are some areas to be considered for the capacity building 

of teachers. This includes tools and techniques to be used in the context of constructivist 

based evaluation. Some new assessment techniques, school-based evaluation; skills and 

competencies in conducting evaluation; parameters, techniques, tools, criteria, understanding 

and interpreting test results, feedback and follow-up; developing self-esteem and confidence 

to evaluate learners objectively and the understanding role of evaluation in motivating 

learners are the significant areas that needs to be considered in the proposed training 

programme.

Since many decades bringing about an improvement and raising the standards of 

evaluation practices have been the concern of many educational committees. Commissions 

and national policies. Following the recommendations of NPE (1986) regarding reforms in 

evaluation, the National Curriculum Framework for elementary and secondary education 

(1988) had suggested certain guidelines to improve the evaluation system in schools. Further, 

the National Curricular Framework for School Education 2000 has elaborated upon the 

guidelines and proposed evaluation measures level wise to improve the quality of instruction 

as well as assessment. The National Curriculum Framework 2005 has emphsised on 

constructivist pedagogy which has significant influence on the evaluation practices. 

Therefore, there is a need to adopt and use new techniques of assessment at all levels of 

school education. This changed scenario on assessment made significant influence on 

assessment practices and evaluation techniques. In this changed scenario, there is a need to 

orient the paper setters (Paper setters will be identified by the state as per their norms) on the 

changed methodology of assessment and use of new approaches for evaluating the learners'
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performance. This is an attempt to orient the paper setters on changed scenario and its 

implications on methodology of assessment and use of new approaches for evaluating the 

learners' performance. The draft training package will enable the paper setters to know the 

innovative approaches in evaluation. The following areas covered in this training package:

• Conceptual issues like Assessment, Measurement, Tests. Examination. 
Appraisal, and Evaluation and their interrelationships

• Significance of Assessment and Evaluation in Behaviorist, Cognitivist and 
Constructivist Pedagogy

• Purposes of Assessment (Diagnostic & Placement) and forms of assessment 
(Formative and summative; Internal and external, Individual Assessment and 
Group Assessment, and Norm referenced and criterion-referenced)

• School based Assessment and Continuous and comprehensive evaluation and 
its need

• Development of Assessment tools (Planning and preparation of tests and 
other assessment tools) for Assessment of Process, product and performance

• Assessment through the Portfolios
• Reporting Student Performance
• Analysis and Interpretation of Students’ Performance

I am thankful to Prof. K. Dorasami, Principal, Regional Institute of Education- 

NCERT. Mysore and Prof B.S. Upadhyaya, Head, Department of Extension Education. 

Regional Institute of Education-NCERT, Mysore for their academic and administrative help. 

The cooperation and academic support rendered by my colleagues Dr, Manjula P. Rao, 

Associate Professor; Dr K.. Anil Kumar, Assistant Professor, and Dr TV Somasekhar, 

Assistant Professor has boosted my strength to plan, prepare and finalise the training package. 

The resource support given by Prof. KVSN Murthy, Professor & Head, School of Education, 

Sri Chandrasekharendra Saraswathi Viswa Mahavidyalaya. Kanchipuram, IN; Mr Y. 

Raghava Reddy. SC ERT. Hyderabad: Dr. CV Narasimham. Visakhapattauam: Dr. M Vanaia. 

\eharya Nagarjuna University. Guntur: Dr, K. .layasree. St. loseph College of Education. 

Guntur: Dr. K. Ganeswara Rao. DNR Col ege ol Education. Bliimavaram: Sri \ 

Rangacharlu. Retired Professor. Govt. iASI . Rajahmtindry: Dr. MGV Seethapathi. Principa 

Bapuji College of Education. I'enali. and Ms. Indira Rainani Janapati. Research 'scholar. 

Detx.rimeni o d icatii'ii. Regional Institute of Education-NCERT, Mysore helps me to bring 

this package in the present form

G. Viswanathappa
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CONCEPT OF EVALUATION AND ITS PRINCIPLES

Overview:
I his module includes the concept and technical terms like, assessment, measurement, 

tests, examination, appraisal and evaluation. This also includes the interrelationships. After 

going through this module, you w ill be able to

o define the terms evaluation, testing, measurement and assessment; 
o describe the ways in which evaluation is relevant to make instructional

decisions;
o see relationship between the objectives, teaching and evaluation, and 
o explain why the know ledge and practice of evaluation is required for teachers

1 1 Assessment
Any of a variety of procedures used to obtain information about student performance 

includes traditional paper and pencil tests as well as extended responses (e.g. essays) and 

performances of authentic tasks (e.g. laboratory experiments). Assessment answers the 

question, “How well does the individual perform?”. Note that term assessment is used to 

mean the same as evaluation.

1.2 Measurement
Measurement is the process of obtaining a numerical value on the description of the 

degree to which an individual possesses a particular characteristic. Measurement answers the 

question, “How much?” It is a process of quantification of the performance of a learner to a 

“grade” or “number (Marks)” or “rank”.

Example: - When the teacher calculates the percentage of problems of student Geetha has 

correct, and gives her a score of 70/100. that is measurement.

• Test is used to gathei information.
• That information is presented in the form of measurement.
• That measurement is then used to make evaluation.
1.3 Testing

An instrument or systematic procedure for measuring a sample of behaviour by 

posing a set of questions in a uniform manner Because a test is a form of assessment, tests 

also answer the question, “How well does the individual perform - either in comparison with 

others or in comparison w ith a domain of performance tasks? “
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Concept of Evaluation

Evaluation has a wider meaning. It goes beyond measurement When from 

useful information including measurement, we make a judgement, that is evaluation 

Example:- The teacher may evaluate the student Geetha that she is doing well in 

mathematics, because most of the class scored 50/100.

This is an example of evaluation using quantitative data (measurable information). 

The teacher might also make an evaluation based on qualitative data, such as her 

observations that Geetha works hard, has an enthusiastic attitude towards mathematics 

and finishes her assignments quickly.

• Ev aluation is a Science of providing information for decision making.

• It Includes measurement, assessment and testing

• It is a process that involves

T Information gathering

-E Information processing

4- Judgement forming 

T Decision making

From the above, we can arrive at the following concept of ev aluation

Evaluation is a concept that has emerged as a prominent process of assessing, testing 

and measuring. Its mam objective is Qualitative Improvement

Evaluation is a process of making value judgements over a level of performance or 

achievement Making value judgements in Evaluation process presupposes the set of 

objectives

Evaluation implies a critical assessment of educative process and its outcome in the light of 

the objectives.

Purposes of Evaluation

Evaluation is the process of determining the extent to which the objectives are 
achieved.
• It is Concerned not only with the appraisal of achievement, but also with its 

improvement
• Evaluation is a ontinuous and a dynamic process. Evaluation helps in forming the 

following decisions.
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Types of Decisions 
o Instructional 
o Curricular
o Selection
o Placement or Classification 
o Personal
Among the above decisions, we shall learn how evaluation assists a teacher in 

taking instructional decisions.

Evaluation assists in taking certain instructional decisions like:
a) to what extent students are ready for learning experience?
b) to what extent they can cope with the pace of Learning Experiences provided ?
c) How the individual differences within the group can be tackled.?
d) What are the learning problems of the students ?

e) What is the intensity of such problems ?

f) What modifications are needed in the instruction to suit the needs of students, etc

Evaluation is an integral part of teaching and learning process. I his is explained in the 

following figure

Fig. 1 Evaluation Process related to Centre of Teaching Learning
Process

What should teachers learn about evaluation ?
a. Choosing evaluation methods appropriate for instructional decisions;

b. developing methods appropriate for instructional decisions;

c. administering, scoring and interpreting the results of both externally produced and 

teacher-produced evaluation methods;

d. using evaluation results when making decisions about individual students, planning 

teaching, developing curriculum and school improvement.

e. developing valid pupil grading procedures, which use pupil assessments.



f. communicating evaluation results to students, parents, other lay audiences, and other 

educators;

g. recognizing unethical, illegal and otherwise inappropriate evaluation methods and 
uses of evaluation information.
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Qualities of a Good Question paper

1.0. In this unit an attempt is made to make the teacher aware of the qualities of good question 

paper. The qualities of good question paper are like Objectivity. Objective-basedness, 

Comprehensiveness. Validity, Reliability, Practicability, Comparability and Utility.

A question paper is the basic tool used in a test or examination It is usual for a teacher to 

prepare a question paper by assembling questions on the spur of the moment without taking 

into consideration the characteristics of a good question paper. But to serve any useful 

purpose, a question paper must possess certain attributes without which it will be a poor 

measuring instrument.

1 1 Qualities of a Good Question paper

• Objectivity

• Objective Basedness

• Comprehensiveness

• Validity

• Reliability

• Practicability

• Comparability

• Utility 

1.1.1. Objectivity:

A question paper is said to be objective if it is free from personal biases in interpreting its 

score as well as in scoring the responses. Objectivity of a question paper can be increased by 

using more objective type test items and the answers are scored according to model answers 

provided.

1 1.2.Objective-basedness;

The question paper should be based on pre-determined objectives. The paper setter should 

have definite idea about the objective behind each item.

1.1.3.Comprehensiveness

The question paper should cover the whole syllabus. Due importance should be given all 

the relevant learning materials. A question paper should cover all the anticipated objectives.
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1.1.4. Validity

A question paper said to be valid if it measures what it intends to measure.

There are different ty pes of validity:

1. Operational validity

2. Predictive validity

3. Content validity

4. Construct validity

I. Operational Validity: A question paper will have operational validity if the tasks required 

by the question paper are sufficient to evaluate the definite activities or qualities.

2 Predictive Validity: A question paper has predictive validity if scores on it predict future 

performance.

3 Content Validity': If the items in the question paper constitute a representative sample of 

the total course content to be tested, the question paper can be said to have content validity .

4. Construct Validity: Construct validity involves explaining the test scores psychologically. 

A question paper is interpreted in terms of numerous research findings.

1.1.5 Reliability: Reliability of a question paper refers to the degree of consistency with 

which it measures what it indented to measure. A question paper may be reliable but need not 

be valid. This is because it may yield consistent scores, but these scores need not be 

representing what exactly we want to measure. A question paper with high validity has to be 

reliable also. (The scores will be consistent in both cases)A Valid question paper is also a 

reliable question paper, but a reliable question paper may not be a valid one.

Different method for determining Reliability:

1. Test-retest method

2. Split-half method

3 Parallel form method

1. Test-retest method: A question paper is administrated to the same group with short 

interval. The scores are tabulated and correlation is calculated The higher the correlation, the 

more the reliability.
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2. Split-half method: he scores of the odd and even items are taken and the correlation 

between the two sets of scores determined

3 Parallel form method: Reliability is determined using two equivalent forms of the same 

question paper content. 1'hese prepared question papers are administrated to the same group 

one after the other The question paper forms should be identical with respect to the number 

of items, content, difficult level etc. Determining the correlation between the two sets of 

scores obtained by the group in the two tests. If higher the correlation, the more the reliability.

1.1.6. Discriminating Power: Discriminating power of the question paper is its power to 

discriminate between the upper and lower groups who took the test. The question paper 

should contain different difficulty level of questions.

1.1.7. Practicability: Practicability of the question paper depends up on Administrative ease. 

Scoring ease, Interpretative ease and Economy.

1.1.8. Comparability : A question paper possesses comparability when scores resulting from 

its use can be interpreted in terms of a common base that has natural or accepted 

meaning/meanings.

There are two methods for establishing comparability:

1 Availability of equivalent (parallel) form of question paper

2. Availability of adequate norms.

1.1.9. Utility: A question paper has utility if it provides the test condition that would facilitate 

realization of the purpose for w hich it is meant.

1.2. Summary

In this unit you understood that question paper should have some qualities It should have

Objectivity, Objective-basedness, Comprehensiveness, Validity. Reliability, Practicability. 

Comparability and Utility'. After preparation of a question paper, the paper setter should check 

up whether the question paper has the said qualities or not.

1.2 Reflection:

1. What is objectivity and what is the need for objectivity in a question paper?

2. What is the difference between objectivity and objective-basedness?

3. Mention the difference between validity and reliability?

4. What is the importance of discrimination power?

5 What are the determining factors of practicability of a question paper?
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6.

7.

What is the difference between reliability and utility? 

Select a question paper of your subject and identify the qualities that the question has
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Types of l est Items
5.0 Overview

This module deals with the construction of written test items of both subjective and 
objective. Subjective items include both essay type and short answer Objective type items 
include multiple choice, fill in the blanks and matching type. Preparations and precautions 
to be taken while preparing this items with relevant examples are given. At the end of this 
unit the learner should be able to

• Recognize different types of tests.
• Compare the merits ad limitations of each ty pes of test.
• Compares the merits and demerits of different types of tests.
• Select the right ty pe of tests accordingly to the nature of the content
• Apply the principles in framing different type of tests.

This module is confined to the discussion of essay type, short answer type and different types 
of objective ty pe tests, their significance, direction.

Essay type Items: These items are otherwise called as ‘Free response Items’ since the 
respondent has a freedom to answer the questions in the light of his/her experience, exposure, 
knowledge etc., Essay type questions can be categorized into extended response essay type 
questions and restricted response essay ty pe questions. In the former type of questions. The 
respondent has very flexibility page limits, but in the latter ty pe the respondent is limited to 
w rite the answet in one or two pages or may be restricted to certain number of words. Essay 
type questions are widely used right from the school level to university level assessment. 
They are widely used at the university level when compared to the lower levels of system of 
education. Essay ty pe test considerably helpful in evaluating the vocabulary, language skills, 
critical and reflective abilities of the respondent.

Preparation to be taken while preparing the essay ty pe herm

it is opined by the majority of teachers and educationalist that the evaluation of this type of 
item involves more subjectivity.

Formulation of Essay ty pe Items based on the objectives:

S.No. Specifications Items
1 Describes Describe the structure of 

voltameter.
2. Compares Compare the properties of 

carvex lens and concave lens
3. Analyzing the

relationships,
What effect would the primary 
colours have on a pictures.

r4. Evaluate Evaluate the present economic 
policy of India.

5. Explain Explain the
6. Critically exam Critically examine the impact 

of
7. Identification of

appropriate conclusion
What are

8. Explain cause and What is the impact of on the
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effect relations political stability 
government at central?

of the

Advantages of Essay type Questions:

1 Most effective in assessing complex learning outcomes
2. Relatively easy to conduct.
3. Give more opportunities for
4. Genuinity is eliminated.
5. Emphasize essential communication skills in complex academic disciplines.
6. Total freedom is given to the respondents.
7. Widespread knowledge of the responses can be taken.
8 Promotes reading habits.
9. Recollection is given due importance their recognition

Limitations of the Essay type Item:

1 Clarity of the questions is proportion to the validity of the items.

2. Scores are un-reliable.

3. Evaluation of the answ er script is time consuming.

4. It is not easy to make scoring.

5. Subjectivity plays a predominant role.

6. Remedy based

7. Blessing

8. Impact of hand writing, spelling, vocabulary, etc., on the scoring.

Suggestions to improve the quality of essay type items:

1. One question ought to be based on only one objectivity.
2. Very specific, clear and simple words are to be used: Ex: Write any 20

differences between and
3. Frequency and intensity of the every questions may be enhanced at the higher 

levels.
4. Clear and specific instructions are to be given with regards to the length of the 

expected answer.
5. Avoid to formulate the questions based mainly on the objective 

‘knowledge/'remembering’ and encourage the questions based on 'understanding 
and application'

Suggestions to the valuator while evaluating the answer scripts:

1. There should be explicit division of marks.
2. Optimum number of questions papers are to be given for valuation a day.
Short answer type questions:-

Usually short answer questions are being answered in 40 or 50 words. These 
questions are helpful in assessing the learning outcome within short time. Questions of
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this sort demand specific answers from the students eg., give the example each for 
enothermic and endothermic relations.

Merits of short answer ty pe questions:- The follow ing are the advantages for using the 
short answer type questions arrangement.

1 Students were given freedom to respond to the questions.
2. There is more scope for expression of once ideas.
3. Very useful to measure the specific restriction.
4 Objectivity can be attained while evaluating the answer scripts.

Limitations:-

1 Like any type question, short answer questions too are based on ‘memory’
2. the impact of clarity in vocabulary are very conspicuous on scoring.

Objective type tests:

The need for introduction of objective type tests widely was suggested by the 
secondary education commission for the first time. The committee suggested to enhance the 
weightage of objective type tests in the examination, because objective ty pe tests used in the 
of subjectivity on one hand and development of critical thinking and identification capacity 
on the other hand. The following are some of the advantages of introduction of objective type 
tests in the assessment of performance of the learners.

Advantages of objective type tests:-

1. There is much objectivity in scoring.
2. They give scope to ask as many questions as possible which item enhance the validity' 

of this test.
3. The reliability and validity.
4. Easy to score.
5. More number of questions can be evaluated in lesser time.
6. More emphasis is given on recognition, facts rather memory facts.
7. There is no impact of language sty les and vocabulary as the performance of the 

learner.
8 Gives scope for the development of suitable discriminating power among the 

respondents.
Limitations of objective type tests:-

1. There is no freedom for the respondent
2. ‘guessing plays a key role in writing the responses.
3. There is not much writing exercises
4. Linguistic abilities of the learner were undermined.
5. If take more time to conduct test items because the number of questions to be given
6. These tests are not cost effective.
7. There is a scope for misleading to the respondents.
8. Do not give scope for the development of higher level competencies.
Types of objective tests.

1. Multiple choice type
2. Fill in the blanks
3. Matching type
4. One word answers.
5. True or false type
6. Classifications type W
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7. Analogy type
8. Sequence type
1. Multiple Choice Questions! MCQ): In the present day context multiple choice 

questions are widely used in the examinations at all level right from primary level to 
university level. MCQ are very adaptable and useful in measuring all the objectives 
of cognitive domain effectively. Lindiquist opine that MCQs develop the ability to 
make correct inferences using he logic effectively. MCQs claim one direct or 
incomplete for which 3 to 5 responses will be given The respondent has to identify 
the correct responses to the given questions. The ability of the learner depicted in 
choosing the response right.

Mechanism of Multiple Choice type Questions: When we analyze the structure of MCQs 
it consists of three parts viz., stem, distracters and key response.

a) Stem: This is the most important part of the time which poses the problem to the 
examinees. It may be in the form of a statement, direct question or an incomplete 
statement.

Principles in formulating the stems; The stem ought to contain necessary' information and 
acts as stimuli. The points to be kept in mind while preparing the stem are:

1. The stem of the item should be specific and form a clear-cut idea to the examinee 
Once the stem is real answer should flash in the mind of high achievers but low 
achievers out to go through all the options given.

To Illustrate:

I The tom
a) discovered by JJ Thomson
b) discovered by Rutherford
c) discovered by Mendel
d) discovered by Dalton

2. The atom was discovered by
a) JJ Thomson , b) Rutherford, c) Mendel, d) 

Dalton.
In the first example the stem is incomplete, so avoid the stems of that kind.

3. Avoid using the negatives in the stem If it is unavoidable write the negative word in 
capital bold letters.
Example: Which of the following statements is NOT true

4. Irrelevant information should not be included in the stem.
5. The language is used in the stem should be simple and unambiguous
b) Keyed response: The correct response among the given options is called keyed 

response.
Principle in formulating the keyed response:

I The key option of the item must be unarguably correct.
2. Wording in both the stem and key should be avoided.
3. The key and the distracters should possess homogeneity.
C) Distracter: The option given other than the correct responses are called distracters.

Principles in formulation of distracters:- The distracters should have negative 
discriminative value. It means low achievers tend to be attracted by distracters more than 
the high achievers, distracters must be in correct responses.

1. Distracters should be plausible.
2. All the distracters should function independently.
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3. All the distracters should be parallel in content and structure. The language used by 
the distracter should not be different from that of they key.

4. Grammatical consistency of the distracter must be in tune with the key language of 
the key.

5. The distracter should not proved the clues.
6. The distracters like ‘none of the above’, all of the above’ should rarely be used. 
Various ty pes of multiple choice questions:

1. correct answer ty pe
2. Relatively best answer type
3. Not the correct answer type.
Advantages of multiple choice questions:

1 I here is more reliability and adaptability to MCQ items
2. They are more objective.
3. Scoring is very easy and accurate
4. They are suitable to all sorts of students.
5. MCQ aspects can be tested.
6. The duration of the test is less when compared to other types of questions.

L imitations of multiple choice questions:

1 There is more possibility to guess the key.
2. It takes more time to construct the test item.
3. The cost of printing and papei is relatively more.

Fill in the blank questions;-

Questions of this type contain a statement in which an important word, date or number is 
removed. The examinee has to fill the blank left in the given statement. These questions are 
based on the ‘recollection’. The answers given should be cleai and specific.

Example:

1 The capital of Hyderabad is (in this statement clarity and specificity
is lacking.

2. Te organ helpful for hearing are
Merits of fill in the blank questions:-

1 The recollection faculty of the brain sharpens.
2. It is not only easy to prepare the questions but also easy for the examinee to answer
3. Administration of the test would be easy.
4. Test of this kind are suitable at all levels and for all types of students.

Limitations of the fill in the blank questions:

1 There is no scope for mechanical scoring.
2. These test are not suitable to test the higher order competencies of the examinees.

Precautions to be taken to frame fill in the blank questions:.

1. One statement should contain only one blank. It is desirable to avoid more number of 
blanks in one statement

2. Blank should not be left at the beginning of the statement.
3. The length of all the item of fill in the blank should be more or less equal length.
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4. All the statements are to be made with simple and unambiguous words.
5. There should be only one specific answer for the blank provided.
Ill Matching type questions:- There questions are based on the objective 'understanding* 
questions of this kind constructs of two columns of facts, statement, words, principles, 
thoughts, places, etc., having relation to each are presented. The facts, statements
etc m the column are not presented in regular order. The column at the left hand side is 
called introductory column on the right hand side column is called as alternate column. 
The examinee is asked to establish/match the statement with suitable relationship of the 
opinions given in the column.

Matching question types:

I In the first ty pe of matching type number elements in both the columns are equal 
2. In the second type of matching questions. The number of elements in the alternative

columns should be more than the number of elements put in the introductory column.
An example for Matching ty pe Item.

1)
List A List B 

Na 10 ( )
2) Ar 20 ( )
3) Be 19 ( )
4) Ne 1 1 ( )
5) K 4 ( )

29
31

(
(

)
)

Merits of Matching type questions:

1 This type of questions are more suitable for students at both primary and 
secondary level.

2. It is easy to score
3. The items have more objectivity.
4. This establishing the relationships among two separated elements.

Limitations:

1. Item of this kind are les adaptable
2. I hey are not suitable to me at higher levels.

Precautions to be taken while preparing the matching type of questions:-

1 No hints are to be given in any of the two columns.
2. It is desirable to maintain the ratio of elements in the introductory column and 

alternate column should be 5-7
3. Care is to be taken to keep both the column in one page.
4. The elements in both the column aught to be homogenous.
5. Number of elements in each column should not exceed 15.
6. The length of the elements should be optimum.

IV One word answers:-

The examinee asked to answer the given question s only in one words, most of the 
question of this type, to the objective ‘remembering’ and the specification ‘Recollection’. 

Example: Who was the first woman to scale the Mount Everest from India?

Ans: Sint Bachendripal.



V ‘True or False’ type questions: In this type of question a statement related to a fact, 
definition or law etc., would be given. The student has to discriminate whether the given 
statement is true or false. These questions are based on the objective ‘understanding’ and the 
specification ‘discrimination

Eg. What is power house of human or plant cell?

Ans: Mitochondria.

Merits of'‘true or false’ questions:

I These ty pe of question are suitable to compare the facts.
2. It is easy to prepare
3. They are more objective in nature
4. They are easy to score
5. This type of questions are useful in developing the decision making ability. 
Limitations:

1 They are not suitable at higher level.
2. It is difficult to measure the performance of the examinee exactly since the M a 

chance for 50% guessing.
Principles for the preparation of ‘True or False’ questions:-

1 The statement given should be either true or false It should not be both
2. Avoid framing layer sentences.
3. The ratio of true or false questions usually must be 1:1 ratio.
4. Negative meaning are to be avoided.

Apart from this classification questions, analogy questions, sequence questions, and 
other alternate type question also can be used as objective type questions.
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Construction of an Objective based Achievement Test
Written examination is one of the most commody employed and widely acceptable 

technique of measuring students achievement. Question paper is one of the component and 
only tool used in all written examination. There is not any hard and fast rule that all the 
written examinations are well prepared. So there is every chance that a teacher may prepare 
the question paper with out keeping in view any modalities/standards. But there is every 
necessity that a teacher made test also has to be prepared carefully keeping in view all the 
standards, as the quality of the question paper affects the level of achievement, the process of 
certification and classification and also the teaching process in the schools. It is a well 
known fact that these tests are useful for the teacher to do continues comprehensive 
evaluation. These tests are also useful for the teacher to strengthen their learning process and 
to prepare learning activities accordingly . Hence there is a need of balanced question paper 
for valid and reliable assessment of students performance.

There are some important aspects to be kept in rmnd before preparing an achievement
test.

A) Important points to be decided before the administration of an achievement test. For 
a child to completely ready to write a test there are some important points to be 
decided. By declaring these points in advance the child also have some time to keep 
themselves ready completely to write the examination Following are the aspects to 
be considered.

1. Date of examination
2. Period and time duration
3. Design of the test and maximum no. of marks.
4 Content part lessons from which the questions w ill be given.

A part from this the teacher also has to decide the following aspects.

1. The objectives 2. Content 3. No. of items
4. Other aspects.

The teacher also has to think of some of the important aspects like the experiences of 
children, room ventilation, light, seating arrangements, quality of the paper used, clear 
and very good instructions, allotment of marks, clarity in print, expenditure for 
administration of test and other expenditures.

B) The construction of an achievement test can be divided in to the follow ing steps.

1. Preparation of a Design.

2 Preparation of Blue Print.

3 Writing of questions.

4. Assembling questions :n a form of a Question Paper.

5. Preparing Scoring Key marking Scheme.

6. Carrying out Question Paper.

1. Table showing the weightages to the product, process and performance.
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S.No. Parameter .Marks % age
1 Product 15 60%
2. Process 5 20%-VJ. Performance 5 20%

25 100%

2. Preparing a Design

Once the purpose of the test is determined then the next stage is to prepare a 
design. A design is the most important step in the preparation of a good achievement 
test Basically it spells out the major dimensions of the test. Normally a design (norm 
referenced) would have the following major components discussed below. Besides it 
reflect the general elements such as the subject name, class, duration of the test and 
maximum marks.

a) Weightages given to various aspects before constructing a test the teacher has to 

decide that the weightages to be given to various aspects and accordingly marks 

are to be allotted, so due weightages to be given to objectives, content, form of 

questions and difficulty level and accordingly plan the test.

b) Weightage to Objectives

This would suggest that what objectives are to be tested such as knowledge, 
understanding, skill, etc., and how much weightage has to provide to each of these 
identified objectives in the particular test. This is done based on the results of content 
analysis. While doing the content analysis, one would be able to understand the 
different content categories and based on this the weightage may decide. 1 his could 
be reflected in the format given below.

3 able showing Weightages given to the O yjectives
Sl.No. Objective Marks % of Marks

1. Knowledge 8 30
2. Understanding 9 35
3. Application 6 25
4. Skill 2 10

Total 25 100

b) Weightage to Content

This is done based on the analysis of the syllabus. Certain units/topics may have of 

very important and others may not F urther, while deciding the weightage to the different 

areas of the content one may keep in mind the instructional hours spent on transacting the 

particular unit / topic. Basing on this weightages to be given to various sub units and the no.of 

questions and marks to be given under each subunit has to be decided. This makes the teacher 

to decide the weightages to different sub units. The teacher also have to keep in mind, how 

far these issues are useful to the child for his future life and also to write other exams. This 

could be reflected in the format given below.
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Table showing the Weightages_giyen to the Content
Sl.No. Unit Marks % of .Marks

1. A 10 40
2. B 8 32
J. e 7 28

Total 25 100
Weightage to Forms of Questionsc)

Basically we have got four forms questions namely essay type, short answer 
type, very short answer type and objective type. Selection of any item type is based 
on the fundamental principle that which item type provides the most direct measure of 
the performance task described in the intended learning outcome. Based on this 
weightage may provide for essay, short answer, very short answer and objective type 
of items. Hence the teacher has to decide how many questions (of different forms) are 
to be given from each content area/sub unit area. At the same time the teacher also 
has to decided how many questions are to be given under each objectives. We should 
not give same type of the questions. This could be reflected in the format given 
below.
Fable showing the Weightages given to the Forms of Questions
Sl.No. Question Form Marks No. of Questions % of Marks

1 Essay 5 1 20
2. Short Answer 8 4 32
3. Objective 12 12 48

Total 25 17 100

d) Weightage to Item Difficulty

Generally in a class we have students with different abilities. An achievement 
test should cater to the needs of all groups such as higher achievers, average, and the 
below average group, i bus it is desirable to include items of easy, average difficulty 
and of difficult nature while preparing test. The difficulty of a test otherwise depends 
up on the nature and depthless of the content. Here at the planning stage, one may 
decide to include 24% difficult and easy items and 52% items of average difficulty. 
Usually all the knowledge questions are treated as easy questions and all the 
understanding questions are treated as average difficulty questions and all the 
application questions are treated as difficult questions. However, the actual difficulty 
of an item w ill be known only after performing item analysis, which is a part of the 
standardization procedures. Once the weightage is decided it could be reflected in the 
format given below.

Fable showing Weightage to Difficulty Level

Sl.No. Difficulty Level Marks % of Marks
1 Easy 6 24
2. Average Difficulty 13 52
J. Difficult 6 24
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Total 25 100

e) Scheme of Options

A design should reflect the pattern of options (if there are ) to be incorporated 
in the test Academically speaking, there is no justification for providing options 
except to make the test simpler for the students. A true comparison of the students 
can only be made only when all students attempt the same options. If it is desirable, 
one may provide the options to essay questions However limit the number of options 
in a test

f) Sections in the Test

It is better to organize the questions in a test. This could be done by having 
different sections in the test paper One way of having sections is based on the item 
types. One can have three sections; in the first all objectives type and short answer 
questions could be put together and in the next two sections can be with short answer 
and essay questions. The other way of having sections is based on the fixed response 
and free response questions. What ever may be the basis for the sections, it must be 
reflected in the design.
3. Developing Test Specification (Blue Print)

Once the design of a test paper is ready, then it has to be put into workable 
plan A blue print reveals the actual layout of a test paper Just as we cannot think of 
an engineer without the blue print of a building to be built, similarly we cannot think 
of a teacher without a blue-print of an achievement test. A blue punt is called a three
dimensional chart showing weightage given to objectives, content and forms of 
questions. In fact the table that we have already prepared you for the design should fit 
in one table and that table is called the blue print of the test specifications Thus a 
blue print / table of specification define and delimit the achievement domain to be 
measured and describe the sample of test items to be prepared. A model copy of the 
blank blue print is given below which is used for the construction of a norm 
referenced achievement test.
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A MODEL BLUE PRINT
Subject:____________________

Class:_____ _________

Maximum Marks:

Unit / Paper:
Duration:

Product Process To

tai
R U A S R U A S

1 Cent

ent

E S 0 E S 0 E S 0 E S 0 E S 0 E S 0 E S 0 E S 0

1 A

2 B

3 C

Iota

1

Scheme of Options: Scheme of Selections:

E: Essay, SA: Short Answer, O: Objective Type

Note: The entry in these boxes will be done according to the design developed. I hus the figures 
w ithin brackets indicate the number of questions and the figures outside the brackets indicate the 
total marks
4. Selecting Appropriate Item Type

Once the blue print is ready, then one can start writing the items. However, before that 

the writer would have the information regarding the strengths of various item types / formats.
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What we are referring is that we have go four forms questions namely essay type, short answer 

type, very short answer type and objective type. Selection of any item type is based on the 

fundamental principle that which item provides the most direct measure of the performance task 

described in the intended learning outcome. Each item should be used where most appropriate, 

with appropriateness determined by the learning outcome to be measured and by the advantages 

and limitations of each item type. I he strength and weakness of each item have been discussed 

one of the modules.

5. Preparing Relevant Items

I he next step is to construct the items according to the design and blue print 
developed, ihe preparation of a set of relevant test items involves (i) matching
the items to the learning outcome as directly as possible. (it) obtaining a
representative sample of all learning outcome, (iii) selecting proper level of item 
difficulty, (iv) eliminating irrelevant barriers to the answer, (v) preventing unintended 
clues to the answer, and (vi) focusing on improvement of learning and instruction Ihe 
following general guidelines may be better to follow while writing the items:
• Use the blue print as a guide to item writing

• Write more item than needed

• Write the test items w ell in advance of the testing data

• Write each item so that it calls forth the performance described in the indented

learning outcome

• Write each item in such a way that the task to be performed is clearly defined.

• Write each item at an appropriate reading level

Further while writing the items, it is better to write each one on a separate card. 
Writing items on different cards provides flexibility for arranging and rearranging the 
items. It also helps in reviewing the item easily.

6. Review ing l est Items
Once the items are constructed, it is better to review the items once. No matter 

how' carefully test items have been prepared, defects unconsciously occur during 
construction. 1 hus it is desirable to review the items by another person as far as possible 
may be by a fellow teacher. First of all write general instructions clearly so that the 
students get clear idea about magnitude of task before them. these instructions should be 
as specific as possibly thought these will be depend upon the subject Any specific 
instructions related to particular questions or a group of questions, must be written before 
these question(s). There are number of ways of assembling questions according to 
suitable criteria. It can be according to form of questions instructional objectives, content 
units, difficulty level of or according to the convenience of administration in the 
examinations. Arrangement of questions in a question paper should be such that it
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facilitates the examinees as well as the evaluation process. While reviewing the items the 
following questions/points may be kept in mind.
• Is the item format appropriate for the learning outcome being measured

• Does the item really match with the learning outcome to be measured.’

• Is the point of the item clear?

• Is the item free form excessive verbiage?

• Is the item of appropriate difficulty?

• Does the item have an answer that would be agreed upon by experts?

• Is the item free from technical errors and irrelevant clues?

• Is the item free from racial, ethnic, and gender bias?

Based on the results of the review, the defective items may be modified or 
dropped.

7. Assembling the Items
There are various methods of assembling the items in an achievement test, and the 

method will vary somewhat with the use to be made of the results. For most of the 
classroom purposes, the items can be arranged by a systematic consideration of (i) item 
used, (ii) the learning outcomes measured and (iii) the difficulty of the items.

The suggested way is placing the items in the order of:
1. True-false I Alternative Response Form

2. Matching Items

3. Sentence Completion

4 Very Short Answer

5. Multiple Choice Items

6. Short Answer

7. Essay

I he most effective method for organizing items in the typical classroom test is to 
(i) form sections by item type, (ii) group the items within each section by the learning 
outcomes measured, and (iii) arrange both the sections and the items within the sections 
in an ascending order of difficulty.

The very purpose of following such an order is to make the examinee more comfortable 

and gain confidence in taking the test.

8. Preparing Directions
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lest developers usually do not give much attention for preparing directions for the test. I he 

directions for the test include the following :

a) I ime allowed for answering

b) Basis for answering

c) Procedure for recording the answers

d) What to do about guessing

In addition to the general directions, section wise instruetion/instruetions also may be 

provided depending upon the nature of the test items.

9. Preparation of Scoring Key and Marking Scheme
A scoring key and detailed marking scheme helps a lot in minimizing the 

variability in the marking and avoids subjectivity. Scoring key is to be prepared for the 

objective type of items and a marking scheme for short answer and essay type of items. 

The following are some of the highlights of a good marking scheme.

In case of essay, the expected outline of answer should be complete and cover all 

possible points as desired. Clearly indicate each expected point (value point) or its parts 

under the outlined major areas. Provide direction so as to whether all points will count 

towards a complete or correct answer. Indicate the break-up of marks for each expected 

point. Marks so distributed over expected points that it should match to the total marks 

assigned for an item In respect of short answer questions a complete answer may be 

provided with expected value points along with the break up of marks wherever 

necessary. In case of objective type questions scoring key is prepared indicating one and 

only one answer as correct answer. A sample blank format for the scoring key and 

marking scheme is given below.

SCORING KEY AND MARKING SCHEME

Q. No. Key/Value Points/ Marks allotted for Total 
Outline each value point Marks

1.
2.
3.

4
4
4
«
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In addition to this a detailed instruction for scoring will also need to be worked 

out and issued to the examiners. This will ensure a high degree of reliability in scoring 

by an examiner and uniformity in scoring when many examiners value the answer scripts.

10. Question-wise Analysis
after all above steps are over, it is further desirable to know that whether the final 

version is inconformity with the design and the blue print. In order to verify this, a 

procedure called question-wise analysis would be undertaken. Here the paper setter has 

to once again analyze each question with reference to the objective it tests, the specific 

skills it measures, the unit which it belongs, the type of the question, the length of the 

expected answer, the time taken by the average student in answering and its estimated 

difficulty level I he format for question-wise analysis is as follows :

QUESTIONS ISE ANALYSIS
SI. Objective Specifi- Unit/ Form of Marks Estimated Difficulty
No. cation Sub- Questions Time level

Unit
1.

2.
■ "3.

4.

Based on the analysis of each item, the item may be modified if necessary. Thus 

one can be sure that the prepared test is in conformity with the design and blue print. 

Now the test is ready for administration.

Analysis of scores and their interpretation.:

By making an analysis of scores and their interpretation, the teachers clearly can judge, 

how far his teaching has given fruits and also the extent of learning process of child after 

making this scoring analysis the teacher and child together can take appropriate 

measures. The following process can be used in analyzing the test results.

1 Form of Question wise analysis.

2. Objective wise analysis
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3. Content wise analysis.

Apart from this the teacher also has

A part from analysis of scores and interpretation of scores it is also necessary to know the 
quality of items given in the question paper. For this we need item analysis. Question or 
task/item analysis techniques are among the most valuable tools classroom teachers or test 
developers can apply when attempting to improve the quality of their measuring devices 
(achievement test).

Item analysis is conducted for the following purposes.

I o select the best available questions for the final form of assessment 
To identify structural/content defect in the questions.
To detect learning difficulties of the class as a whole, indentifying general content areas 
or skills that need to be reviewed by the instructor.
To identify' for individual students areas of weakness needing remediation
To find out the effectiveness of distracters in a multiple choice questions or matching
questions.
Item analysis has three main elements one is examining the difficulty’ level of the items, 

that is percentage of students responding correctly to each question/item Another is 
determining the discriminating power of each item Item discrimination in its simple form 
usually but not always refers to the relation of performance of on each item to performance 
on the total test For a classroom test, item discrimination is generally indexed by the number 
or percentage of high scoring individuals (based on the total score) responding correctly 
verses the number of low scoring individuals responding correctly

7 he third element in item analysis, if multiple choice or matching items are used in the test, is 
examining the effectiveness of distracters(foils or alternative answers) Again data from the high 
and low scores is used But now the complete response patters associated with all the alternatives 
in each item are studied, rather than just the correct answer.

Item analysis process:

This process starts after administering the test and scoring the papers . 
For an achievement tests the individuals in high and low scoring groups sometimes called as 
criterion groups are selected The following steps are to be used

1. Arrange the answer sheets m order from high to low (basing on individuals total 
scores on the test)

2. High and low scoring groups are identified. For this usually 27% of pupils who have 
scored highly are taken as upper group and 27% of pupils who have scored low (last 
27%) are taken as lower groups. Accordingly the papers are divided. So the no. of 
test papers in upper and lower groups is the same.

3. Record separately the number of times each alternative was selected by individuals 
in the high and low group ( I his is possible only for multiple choice and matching)

4. Find out the total no.of correct responses in each sub group (upper and lower) for 
each item ( I his is possible for all objective items)
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5 Add the no. of correct responses to each item made by the combined high and low 
group,

6. Divide the total number of correct responses by the maximum possible, that is the 
total no. of students in the combine high and low groups. (Ru+RI) and multiply the 
result by 100.

7. This percentage is an estimate of difficulty index. Hence item difficulty = Ru+Rl/N. 
Item difficulty can be determined from item difficulty index.

Scale for interpretation of Difficulty level

S.No. Difficulty level Difficulty index No. of items
1 Difficulty 0-0.5
2 Average 0.51-0.74
3 Easy 0.75-1
From this we can find out the no. of items which have come on par with our assumed 
difficulty levels. We can also find out the no. of items which have deviating from our 
assumptions.

8. Subtract the number of correct responses made by the lower group from the number 
of correct answers made by the high group (Ru-RI).

9. Divided this number (Ru-RI) by the number of individuals contained in the sub group 
(i.e., the number in the high/low group) . This decimal number is the discriminating 
index.

10. Level of Item discrimination can be obtained from item discrimination scale.
Scale for interpretation of item discrimination.

S.No. Judgement Value No. of items
1 Very Poor -0.2 to 0
2. Poor 0.1 TO 0.25
3. Fair 0.26 to 0.5
4, Good 0.51 to 0.75
5. Very good 0.76 and above

Description of effectiveness of disctractors is given according to the following points.

1. If it is the answer and if Ru >R1 then it is an effective keyed response.
2. It is not the answer and if Ru<RI then it is the effective distracors.
3. If Ru=Rl then it is the poor distracter
4. If it is notg the answer and Ru>Rl then it is not at all effective distracters and has to be

rejected,
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LANGUAGE SUBJECTS
( ENGLISH, HINDI & TELUGU)

c) Weightage to Objectives

able showing Weightages given to the Objectives
Sl.No. Objective Marks % of Marks

1. Remembering 6.5 26
2. Comprehension 11.5 46
3. Appreciation 4.5 18
4. Expression 2.5 10

Total 25 100

b) Wejghtage to Content

Table showing the Weightages given to the Content

Sl.No. Unit Marks % of Marks
1 Prose 13.5 54
2. Poetry 6.5 26
3. Elements of language 5 20

Total 25 100

e) Weightage to Forms of Questions

Table showing the Weightages given to the Forms of Questions

Sl.No. Question Form Marks No. of Questions % of Marks
1 Essay 5 1 20
2. Short Answer 10 5 40
3. Objective 10 20 40

Total 25 26 100

d) Weightage to I tern D ifficu ltv
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Table showing Weightage to Difficulty Level

Sl.No. Difficulty Level Marks % of Marks
1. Easy 10 40
2. Average 10 40
3. Difficult 5 20

Total 25 100
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A MODEL BLUE PRINT
Subject: _ENGLISH___________________ Class: IX

Maximum Marks: 25

Unit / Paper: Duration: 60 Mts.

S.No. Content Remembering Comprehension Appreciation Expression Questions Marks %

I

2.

E SA () E SA 0 E SA O E SA 0

Prose 4(2) 2.5(5) 5(1) 2(1) 9 13.5 54%

Poetry 2(1) 2(1) 2.5(5) 7 6.5 26%

3. Elements

of

language

2.5(5) 2.5(5) 10 5 20%

6.5(7) 11.5(8) 4.5(6) 2.5(5) 26 25 100%

Scheme of Options: Scheme of Selections:

E: Essay, SA: Short Answer, O: Objective Type

R: Remembering, C: Comprehension, A : Appreciation, E: Expression.

Note: I he number inside the bracket indicates the numbers of questions. The number outside the bracket indicates the number of marks.
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SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT TEST
ENGLISH

Class: IX Max. Marks: 25

I ime: 60 Minutes

General Instructions:

1. The question paper contains sections A B C

2. Answer all the questions

SECTION ‘A’

CHOOSE THE CORRECT MEANING OE THE WORD GIVEN BELOW

1. Insolently
A. Wonderfully B. Politely C. Carelessly D. Rudely ( )

2. Mysterious

A. Covered with mist B. Magical

C. Serious matter D. Dull of something very'secret ( )

FIND THE WRONGLY SPELT WORD
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3. Probable, Curable, Suitable, Durable

4. Laborious Envious Courageous Mysterious

5. Enjoy Experiment Experience Evidence

C HANGE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES FROM DIRECT SPEECH I O 
INDIRECT SPEECH.

6. On my birthday, my father brought new dress.

1. Me have written the exams well

WRITE I HE I OI LOWING JUMBLING WORDS IN CORRECT SENTENCE FORM

2. Met an has accident with Raju
3. Nation is Gandhi the of Mahatma Father our
4. Author is Rabindranaththe Tagore Geethanjali.

«
«

CHOOSE I HE RIGHT WOERD FROM GIVEN OPTIONS I
I

5. I have written my exams well. So I--------------- to get good results,
A. Accepted B. Excepted C. Expected

6. Mother Teresa was----- ------------------- for her sen ice.
a. Praised B. Awarded C. Congratulated D. Honoured
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WRITE THE MISSING LETTERS

7. In-e-upt-o-
8. s - e - la - iv -

GIVE ONE WORD FOR THE FOLLOWING.

15. Chair, Bench, Table, Cot, Cupboard, Sofa

PICK OUT THE RHYMING WORDS FROM THE FOLLOWING LINES:

16. I wield the flail of the lashing hail, 
And whiten the green plains under

And them again I dissolve it in rain,

And laugh as I pass in thunder.

17. What is the relation between Cloud and Earth?
18. How did the cloud compare her self to?
19. What is the shape of the cloud?
20. Who wakes the sweet buds?

SECTION “B”
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUEST IONS;

21. W hat did Mr. Braith Waite promise to do as a teacher?

22. Why did Mr. Braith Waite want the students to learn and practice “courtesy”

23. Why did Jerry wants to have Donkey?
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24.When does the cloud pass through the small holes of the earth? 25.Do we still call it a 
could? Does the cloud die at hat time?

COMPLETE THE LINES OF THE POEM:

I am the daughter But I can not die.

SECTION “C”

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION:

26 How did Jerry spend the morning of his Birth day?
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SCORING KEY AM) MARKING SCHEME

1 Rudely -d- */2

2. Full of something very secret -b- */2

3. Suitable */2

4. Courageous */2

5. Experiment l/2

6. T he new dress ;was brought by my father on my Birthday. */2

7. I he exams were well written by us. */2

8. Raju has met with an accident

9. Mahatma Gandhi is the father of our nation */2

10. Rabindranath Tagore is the author of Geetanjali */2

11. expected - c ‘/2

12. Awarded - b-
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13. Interruption */2

14. Speculative */2

15. Furniture */2

16. Flevil - hail, again - ram. under - thunder l/2

17. Daughter and Mother */2

IS. To the birds, baby */2

19. Sheep, train, cattle %

20. The dews from the cloud. */2

21. Mr. Braith Waite told the class that his business there was to teach 
his best to make his teaching as interesting as possible

them and he would do

‘/2 */2 */2 */2 2

22. Because all of them might be expected to express those courtesies as

part of their jobs and so. if they practiced them, they would get accustomed to observe them when 
needed

*/2 l/2 Vz */2 2

23. He wanted to have one donkey because he was enchanted by their soft

knees, their great ears and their wobbling uncertain walk.

*/2 */2 Vz Vz 2

24. The cloud passes through the small holes of the earth after it rains. We

do not call it cloud. I he cloud does not die, it only changes in form,
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*/2 Yz Yz 2

25. I am the daughter of Earth and Water, 
sky;

And nursling of the

I pass through the pores of the ocean and shores

I change, but 1 can not die . Yz Yz Yz */2 2

26. He led the donkey out, through the garden and loud into Olive grove;

he opened the door of the little bamboo but. and took her sisicle. He was pleased that the 
outhouse was splendid and just big enough for her. He took her out again and tied her to an Olive 
tree on long length of rope. He stay ed for half and hour in a dream like trance and stood admiring 
her from every angle. Thus he spent the morning of his birthday.

Yz Yz Yz YzYz Yz Yz Yz Yz Yz

QUESTION WISE ANALYSIS
S.No. Objectives Specifications Content Form of 

question
Level of 
Difficulty

Marks

1 Remembering Recognise Prose Objective C Yz
2 Remembering Recognise Prose Objective C Yz
3 Remembering Recognise Prose Objective C Yz
4 Remembering Recognise Prose Objective C Yz
5 Remembering Recognise Prose Objective C Yz
6 Comprehension 1 ransformation Elements

of
Eanguage

Objective C Yz

7 Comprehension I ransformation Elements
of
Eanguage

Objective C Yz

8 Comprehension Identifies Elements
of
Language

Objective C Yz

9 Comprehension Identifies Elements
of
Language

Objective C Yz

10 Comprehension Identifies Elements
of
Language

Objective C Yz

11 Expression Classification Elements
of
Language

Objective C Yz 1

12 Expression Classification Elements
of
Language

Objective C Yz
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13 Expression Usage Elements
of
Language

Objective B */2

14 Expression Usage Elements
of
Language

Objective A Vz

15 Expression Cause & effect Elements
of
Language

Objective A Vz

16 Appreciation Appreciation Poetry Objective C Vz
17 Appreciation Appreciation Poetry Objective C Vz
IS Appreciation Appreciation Poetry Objective C Vz
19 Appreciation Appreciation Poetry Objective C Vz
20 Appreciation Appreciation Poetry Objective C Vz
21 Remembering Recall Prose Short. A B 2
22 Comprehension Identifies Prose Short. A A 2
23 Comprehension Identifies Prose Short. A C 2
24 Appreciation Recalls Poetry Short. A A 2
25 Remembering Recalls Poetry Short. A B 2
26 Comprehension Describe Prose Essay AVERAGE 5
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Preparation of question bank and item bank
In the preparation question paper based on the weightage tables and blue print, question banks 

help as ready reconor. They also help in giving direction to create new questions. I hey also help in 
estimating the difficulty levels of new questions prepared.

Question banks are not just a collection of questions on a particular subject. They should indicate 
the difficulty level and o which categories they belong. This reduces time and effort of he paper setters in 
selecting appropriate questions to be included in the question paper as per the predetermined blue print 

Objectives:

1. should be able to give the scope and purpose of question banks.
2. know about different types of question banks.
3. able to use the question banks properly.
4. able to upgrade the question banks or modify the question banks.

6.1 Scope and purpose of question banks:

Question banks gives direction in preparing the question paper in fixing the weightages to 
different categories of questions. It also reduces time and energy in selection or preparation of questions 
as per the blue print prepared for the question paper Question banks are also useful in fixing the learning 
situations.

6.2 Questions banks are generally prepared choosing as many questions as possible from a content area
; hese questions are classified according to the objective and specifications. Level of difficulty, content 

sub area or chapter to which it belongs, ty pe of questions, behavioral process involved (product, process 
and performance) etc. Thus the question banks contain lists of questions indicating each of he specific 
category to which it belongs.

I he basic principle of preparing a question bank is taking into consideration one characteristic of 
classification like content sub area, objectives etc. The questions are arranged into groups according to 
that characteristic. Then in the second stage questions in each of the subgroup will be arranged in order 
of a second character. In this way the questions will be arranged in an order and against each question 
will be indicated the sub category each category. This will be named after the primary character selected

In this way we can have a number of types of question bank.

1 content w ise question banks
2. objective wise question banks
3. difficulty wise question banks
4. type of question w ise question banks
5. behavioral process involved question bank (product, process and performance)

Use of question banks:

In the preparation of question paper/unit paper We prepare blue print basing on weightage table, 
which are prepared as per the pre set objectives.
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I his blue print should be converted or translated into a question paper by selecting appropriate 
questions from the unit or the content are from which the question paper has to be set.

Ihe question paper is not just selection of questions from the question bank following the above 
process. 1 hey may require slight modification without changing the basic characteristics of the question 
specified in the question bank This is needed for the integrity of the question paper and avoiding over 
lapping of the content points and competencies.

Upgrading question bank:

Question bank are to be upgraded periodically to meet the new or test requirements new ideas and 
new situations that you come across. Already existing questions needs modification some tunes.

General structure of content w ise question bank:

I questions belonging to content sub area 1

II questions belonging to content sub area 2

III questions belonging to content sub area 3

General structure of objective wise question bank'

Questions belonging to

1. knowledge
2. understanding
3. application
4. skiH______________ ________________

General structure of difficulty wise questions bank

Questions belonging to

1 Easy category
2. Moderate category 

_ 3. Difficult category _
General structure of question ty pe w ise question bank

1. Essay type questions
2. short answer type
3. bit£uestion£ M.C., FIB.OW, 1 .F. MATRIX

General structure of behavioural process involved wise question bank

1. Product questions
2. Process questions____________
11. reporting student performance:
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11.0 In educational settings, a decision or characterization that will have a major impact on the 
student should not be made on the basis of a single test score.

Other relevant information should also be taken which may enhance he motivation of the student 
and shows wavs for remediation.

Marks represent an integral, fallible, potentially meaningful, although perhaps irritating 
element in the educational process.

Reporting student performance is essential as it is a feed back to parents, students and 
also to teachers since its acts as a profile of the students. Ihis facilitates more co-ordination 
between them for better student progress.

Objectives ot module:

• After going thro’ this module you will understand the purpose of reporting student performance.
• What aspects of the students progress has to be reported.
• How to report (the mode and frequency)
• Types/contents of reporting.
11.1 Purpose of reporting:

1 The information about progress in developing competencies is related to future academic, 
vocational and life success.

2. reporting and getting feed back build a good communication between teachers, parents and 
students.

3. parents will know about their children’s progress and when they interact with the teachers 
certain decisions regarding the children progress can be taken. Such decisions can be 
implemented more effectively because of he coordination betw een teachers and parents

4. i his helps the teachers to adopt new strategies for the progress of the children in the desired 
direction.

1 he aspects of the assessment of the students to be reported.

rhere will be certain aspects about the students that needs high priority to be 
communicated and certain others need les priority to be communicate. Similarly certain 
aspects need not be communicate. Generally the following aspects are communicated to the 
parents.

1 Attendance
2. Health status
3. Academic performance, scholastic areas.
4. Phy sical education descriptive indications.
5. Interest, participation and attitudes towards work experience and art education
6. Social skills shown during the schooling.
7. co-scholastic areas: Problem solving, creative thinking, emotional skills.

Students progress can be reported or feed back can be realized in the following ways.
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1 By sending report books to parents
2, Ihro formal parents' meeting
3. 1 hro informal meetings with the parents
4. I hro’ corrected answer scripts
5, Ihro’ corrected project reports of the students 
6 Ihro’ corrected Assignment books.

Report

I he report books may be sent to the parents twice or twice in a year Parents meets may be 
arranged twice in a year

I he general principle of reporting is that the reports should not create tension or stress among 
students or their parents. To the extent possible they should be encouraged but not discouraged.
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Questioning I echniques
Introduction

Questioning is one of the most important the devices of teaching and it is the heart of 
teaching. A well expressed question is among the first stimuli to the mental life of the child, and 
remains throughout the life of the child. Questioning is the key to all educative activity, a fine tool 
for checking memory, understanding, problem-solving etc. It plays a lively and indispensable pari 
in teaching-learning -testing. Questions motivate mental effort, stimulate reflective thinking and 
lead learners to crdeative efforts. In children, questions are manifestations of the instinct of 
curiosity . Questions are the mean of exploring and testing the results of teaching learning.

A bad questioner may be a good to lecturer but not to a teacher. I he power to question 
well is one of the fine arts of teaching, an art which can be acquired only by persistent and 
painstaking practice. Question techniques are amongst the most valuable tools classroom teacher or 
test developers can apply when attempting to improve quality of their measurement devices.

Types of questions

Questions can be classified basing on the following two aspects:

1 ). Analysis of mental function involved in answering the questions:

2 ). The function of the question.

The questions based on the mental functions are further classified into:-

1. Memory questions
2. Organization questions
3. Casual reasoning questions
4. Evaluation questions
5. Inference questions
6. Information questions
7. Comparison questions
8. Analysis questions
9. Interpretation questions

I he questions based on the “function of the question” are classified into -v

1. Examination questions
2. Drill questions
3. Review questions
4 Recapitulatory questions
5. Exploratory questions
6. Developmental questions
7. Summary questions
8. Factual answer type questions
9. Leading questions
10. Direct problem solving questions.
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Structuring or ;Marking Questions

teaching should prepare questions before hand. Previous preparations will make the teacher 
confident and enable him / her to revise the subject matter. The place, number and nature of 
question depend on the kind of the subject matter. While making the question, the following are 
the be kept in mind.

1. Aims and objectives of teaching that subject matter, class room familiarity with subject and 
level of the students are to be kept in mind.

2. Think over the methods or techniques which y9u are going to follow m the class.
3. Questions should lead the lesson from point to point in an orderly way, they should stress 

and link up the important points covered.
4. There should be a mixture of easy and difficult questions so that average as well as 

intelligent and below average students can be kept busy in the class room.
5. When the questions are prepared try them in the class. After the lesson is over teacher may 

ask her/him self
How far did the question succeed in their aim?

How did they effect the lesson?

Why are s some unsuccessful, why some get unexpected answers?

Did he/she over questioned or under questioned?

Such self questioning is often helpful in locating outstanding faults. Practice, experience, 
observation and experiment all help to make a good questioner.

Classroom question Behaviour ( CQB)

James Michael Lee in his book “Principles and Methods of Secondary Education ” analysed the 
class room questioning behav iour into three skills. They are -

1. Question delivery or putting a question.
2. Question distribution;
3. Pupil response management or receiving and dealing with the answer.
(A) Question Delivery
i) Pose the question in such a way that it will generate within the pupils a desire to think 

out an answer. This involves that the question should be concise, clear, non-ambiguous 
and meaningful.

3) Don’t’ merge two question in to one.
4) Avoid purposeless questions
5) Encourage the students to volunteer answers. This practice will develop good pupil 

motivation, initiative and critical thinking.
6) The speed of the delivery of the question should be according to the leel of the cognitive 

development of the children.
7) Modulation of the voice ie., stress tone and patch are to be modulated to synchronies 

with the intention of the question.
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8) A short spell of silence must follow the delivery of the question so as to enable he 
children to formulate an answer.

(B) Question Distribution:
1. Distribute the questions so as to provide for individual differences. I hus a pupil of high 

ability should be designated to respond to a difficult question.
2. Provide for an equitable distribution of questions to all the members of the class.
3. Let every student feel at all times that she or he will be called on to respond.
4. Use words within the vocabulary range of students. Less verbatim is to be used
5. Refrain from tricky, misleading questions; they may not only defect the purpose of 

education but also make the students loose interest.
6. Do not as far as possible, repeat the question or answer.
7. Walk around the room while asking questions so that the pupil will be forced to direct 

their attention towards the teacher and the question.
C) Pupil Response Management:

In a large Cass room all cannot take part in answering every day. If the answer is 
dragged from a dull student the remaining children may feel bored or if an active student 
answers all the time, the remaining students may not follow the next step. So receiving the 
answer and dealing with it is extremely difficult, especially when the teacher has over 40 
children in his/her class room. Blame and praise in the reception of answer is to be done 
where and when they are necessary.

Characteristics of a good question:

A good question possesses the following qualities:

1. Clarity :- Question should be clear according to the level of the child such that he 
can understand it properly and respond to it.

2. Challenging:- A good question is a challenging and thought-provoking one.
3. Specificity:- A question should lead to a specific answer
4. Purpose:- A question should be a purposeful one.
5. Relevance:- Question should be relevant to the subject matter to be presented r 

already presented in the class room.
6. Simple:- Simple with less verbatim and easily understood by the child
7. Correct;- Grammatically correct:

Faulty Question:

9. Elliptical questions:- I his type of question gives the major part of the answer and hence no 
need for the child to form the sentence.

10. Yes or No type question:- This type of questions give no training speaking skill.
11. Vague questions:- They will not have any purpose.
12. Echo questions:- I he answer will be given at the beginning g of the question itself so it is 

neither thought prov oking nor of any other use.
13. Suggestive or leading type Of questions
14. Double barreled:- Questions which include two or more questions in a complex structure. 

Questions, if badly used, may be an educational hindrance rather than a help questions
starting with WHAT confine themselves to lower objectives like knowledge and understanding. 
But questions starting with HOW and WHY aim at higher objectives. While framing a 
completion type of question, blank should be at the middle or at the end of the question In 
multiple choice questions distractorSs are to be given rather then alternatives.
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ASSESSMNET OF SKILLS
The knowledge and skills assessed / evaluated in unit tests or summative examinations cover 

wide range of question items to test knowledge, understanding, attitudes and skills of students in 
languages, sciences and social studies. Achievement I summative examinations in subjects like 
social studies and sciences test map skills observations and experimental skills in case of sciences. 
Unit tests and terminal examinations and board examinations include questions on map drawing 
skills. Usually outline map of India and World map are given and localing prominent places of 
political and commercial importance, territory or provinces of historical importance, rail, road, 
water ways , eliciting whether or meteorological data are being tested. While teaching history and 
geography ( both political and economical ) social studies teachers use map. globe, charts , atlas, 
and now a days satellite pictures that appear in news papers are also used. Map skill testing 
question items fetch good marks students.

Map skill testing question features scale, direction, latitudes and longitudes etc. Various 
types of maps are used by teachers to highlight historical, political happenings and current events. 
Some map question items assess student’s abilities to gather and interpret information and relate 
that information to events. (Reading a map, interpreting data presented in tables, charts, graphs or 
other formats) While assessing map drawing and map reading skills, accurate pointing of 
geographical location in maps, clearly indicating rad or road maps clearly indicating precisely 
location of important places are very much given in map items. While evaluating map exercises 
due credit w ill be given to its accuracy, correct pointing and labeling.
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Assessment ot Practical Work

Introduction

Practical work is an important element in the teaching of science. Ihrough laboratory work or doing 

experiments or projects, students will develop their process skills, problem solving skills, manipulative skills as 

well as scientific attitudes, besides understanding the inquiry process and the nature of science. Every school 

science course has laboratory work as an important part in the curriculum in order to foster student interests, 

scientific attitudes as well providing training for scientific process skills. These distinguish the difference between 

science and the non-science curricula

The term ‘science’ can be used to refer to a product (a body of knowledge), a process (a way of 

conducting enquiry) and an enterprise (the institutionalised pursuit of knowledge of the material world). Ihe 

distinctive characteristic of scientific know ledge is that it provides material explanations for the behaviour of the 

material world, that is, explanations in terms of the entities that make up that world and their properties. Ihrough 

its choice of questions to address and the kinds of answers to accept, its methods of enquiry , and its procedures 

for testing and scrutinising

knowledge claims, the scientific community has succeeded in building up a body of knowledge which is 

consensually accepted by that community. While this is always open to revision, its core elements are stable and 

beyond reasonable doubt. We value science because of its success in explaining phenomena in elegant and 

parsimonious ways, which are intellectually satisfying and which often facilitate the purposeful manipulation of 

objects, materials and events.

The aims of science education might then be summarised as:

• To help students to gain an understanding of as much of the established body of scientific know ledge as is 

appropriate to their needs, interests and capacities;

• To develop students’ understanding of the methods by which this knowledge has been gained, and our 

grounds for confidence in it (knowledge about science).

The second of these is often referred to as 'understanding the nature of science’ It includes an 

understanding of how scientific enquiry is conducted, of the different kinds of knowledge claims that scientists 

make, of the forms of reasoning that scientists use to link data and explanation, and of the role of the scientific 

community in checking and scrutinising know ledge claims. The two aims are closely interrelated.
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Indeed the second could be said to be entailed by the first: to claim to know something, it is not enough 

simply to believe it to be the case, but also necessary to have adequate evidence to support the claim In other 

words, you have to be able to say not only z/?zz/ you think it is the case, but also why. Additional reasons have been 

put forward by science educators for emphasizing knowledge about science First, a better understanding ot the 

structure of scientific knowledge and the forms of argumentation used by scientists may help students to learn 

science content Second, citizens in a modern society need some understanding of the nature of scientific 

knowledge in order to evaluate claims that may affect their everyday decisions (e.g. about health, diet, energy 

resource use) and to reach informed views on matters of public policy (e.g. genetic therapies, methods of 

electricity generation). 1 bird, the characteristics of science as ‘a way of knowing’, and its ‘institutional norms' of 

umversalism, communalism, disinterestedness and organised scepticism (Merton. 1942), are of cultural (and 

moral) significance and value. These rationales reflect elements of both perspectives - the enlightenment 

perspective and the ‘critical perspective’ - noted bv Irwin (1995) in recent debates about scientific literacy and 

public understanding of science. Whilst the two aims of science education above are closely inter-related, there is 

also a quite important difference between them 'The first might be stated as bringing students' understandings 

closer to those of the scientific community . But it is rather harder to say whose ideas about science we w ish to 

bring students' understandings closer to. Unlike scientific knowledge, where there is consensus about core 

knowledge claims, there is rather less agreement about the characteristic features of scientific enquiry and 

scientific reasoning. In one sense, professional scientists clearly know more ‘about science' than any other group, 

but their knowledge is often largely tacit - ‘knowledge in action' rather than declarative, propositional 

know ledge. The eminent philosopher of science, Imre Lakatos, once memorably commented of scientists’ explicit 

knowledge of their practices that ‘most scientists tend to understand little more about science than fish about 

hydrodynamics* (Lakatos, 1970: 148) But the views of philosophers of science also differ, as do those of science 

educators, certainly at the level of detail and perhaps more fundamentally.

Furthermore, the questions that drive enquiry, and the methods of enquiry commonly used, vary across 

the sciences - so that generalisations about ‘the nature of science' are rarely persuasive, and are often open to 

rather obvious objections. In thinking about this second aim of the school science curriculum, and the role of 

practical work in achieving it, it may be important to be clear as to whether we wish to promote a tacit 

‘knowledge-in-action’ of science, or a more explicit, reflective and declarative knowledge.

It may also be important to distinguish, and keep in mind, that the school science curriculum in most 

countries has two distinct purposes. First, it aims to provide every young person with sufficient understanding ot 

science to participate confidently and effectively in the modern world - a “scientific literacy' aim. Second, 

advanced societies require a steady supply of new recruits to jobs requiring more detailed scientific knowledge
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and expertise; school science provides the foundations for more advanced study leading to such jobs. These two 

purposes may lead to different criteria tor content selection, to different emphases, and (in the particular context 

of this paper) to different rationales for the use of practical work.

Why teach science, and why teach it practically?

• Science practical work is interesting and engages children and students, thus providing motivation and 

stimulation that improves progress in science and across the curriculum,

• Practical work is an effective way of learning and reinforcing theoretical concepts in science.

• Teachers who make effective use of practical work and experiments often find that students learn better 

Through practical work, teaching is enhanced and becomes more interesting both for the learner and the 

teacher,

• Science learning, to be of maximum value, includes observing, asking questions about why things happen in 

the wav they do, and evaluating. Learners should be encouraged to plan, measure, record, look for patterns, 

voice and debate their findings and ideas, and all these can be enhanced through experimentation.

• Much of what we know about science has been discovered by people doing practical work and so practical 

work underpins science education at every level

• Hand-eye co-ordination, instruction-sequence-following and recording skills are developed by even the most 

basic practical work.

• Science does not have to use expensive or complex resources. It can be taught in the simplest fashion using 

empty tins, spirit burners, a few test tubes, plastic drink bottles and materials from home. Cooking food and 

washing dirt off clothes are everyday examples of science in action, examples to which all learners can relate. 

Much of science may become lost on young people if they cannot see how science applies to their lives.

• Practical w ork can be carried out using very small amounts of those materials that are more expensive, so they 

can be made to last for several years or shared between several schools.

• Using everyday materials published sources of ideas and a little common sense means that even non-specialist 

teachers can approach science practical work without being uneasy that they might accidentally cause danger 

to their students.

• In summary, scientific practical work can be fun for both students and teachers and results in a deeper 

understanding of science than theoretical lessons alone.

I he purpose of assessing practical w ork in science
Practical work in science has several purposes including, practicing skills, developing specific

knowledge and understanding of science, and developing an understanding of the processes of scientific
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enquiry. Given this, it was suggested that it would be desirable for practical assessments to give students 

the opportunity to:

• carry out a range of experiments with vary ing degrees of difficulty to allow discrimination between 

candidates.

• analyse and evaluate given results demonstrating their knowledge and understanding of the 

processes of scientific enquiry' - noting that the assessment of these skills should be completely 

separate from the assessment of practical competencies.

• demonstrate how to sensibly plan an investigation, with due consideration for safety , reliability etc

Hence practical work is used to assess procedural skills and understanding the scientific process.

Laboratory activities have long had a distinctive and central role in the science curriculum and science educators 

have suggested that many benefits accrue from engaging students in science laboratory activities. Since the end of 

the 19 century, when schools began to teach science systematically, the science laboratory has become a 

distinctive feature of science education. In order to illustrate this, it is worthwhile to quote from Ira Ramsen 

(1846-1927), who wrote his memories as a child experiencing a chemical phenomenon

While reading a textbook of chemistry. I came upon the statement, nitric acid acts upon copper and I 

[was] determined to see what this meant Having located some nitric acid.. I had only to learn what the 

words 'act upon meant In the interest of knowledge / was even willing to sacrifice one of the few 

copper cents then in my possession I put one of them on the table; opened the hottie marked nitric acid 

poured some of the liquid on the copper; and prepared to make an observation But what was this 

wonderful thing which I beheld? The cent was already changed, and it was not a small change either A 

greenish blue liquid foamed and fumed over the cent and the table. The air . became colored dark red 

How could I stop this? I tried by picking up the cent and throwing it out of the window ...I learned another 

fact nitric acid, acts upon fingers The pain led to another unpremeditated experiment I drew my 

fingers across my trousers and discovered nitric acid acts upon trousers....I tell it even now with interest 

It was revelation to me. Plainly the only way to learn about such remarkable kinds of action is to see the 

results to experiment, to work in the laboratory. (Adopted trom Gutman, 1940/

L ABLE 1: Phases in inquiry-type experiment

Phase 1 Pre-inquiry Abilities and skills

Describe in detail the apparatus in front of you

Add drops of water to the small test tube, until the powder is
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wet. Seal the test tubes immediately. -Conducting an experiment.

Observe the test tube carefully and record all your observations 
in your notebook.

Phase 2: The inquiry phase of the experiment
-Observing and recording observations.

I Hypothesizing

Ask relevant questions. Choose one question for further 
investigation

Formulate a hypothesis that is aligned with your chosen 
question. -Asking questions and hypothesizing.

2 Planning an experiment

• Plan an experiment to investigate the question.

• Present a plan to conduct an experiment. -Planning an experiment.

• Ask the teacher to provide you with equipment and material 
to conduct the experiment.

• Conduct the experiment that you proposed.
-Conducting the planned experiment.

• Observe and note clearly your observ ations.

• Discuss with your group whether your hypothesis was 
accepted or you have to reject it. -Analyzing the results, asking further qui 

and presenting the results in scientific way
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Assessment (80%)

Criteria Observation Theoretical stages of 
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Note that such a table is prepared for each student for each experiment The teacher can decide whether to 

assess all the experimental components or only part of them. This depends on the teacher’s goals, curricular 

constraints, and the topic taught at that time.

School-based Science Practical Assessment (SPA) for GCE ’O' Level in Singapore
I he School-based Science Practical Assessment is a component in the Singapore - Cambridge 

GCE 'O' Level Examination's Physics [5058], Chemistry [5072] and Biology [5094] subjects. It assesses 

candidates' competence in science practical skills over an appropriate period of time that the candidates 

are offered the subject, and constitutes 20% of the overall marks for the subject. SPA replaced the 

traditional Practical Examination, which was normally conducted at the end of the 2-year course, in 

2006. Instead of a one-time practical examination, pupils wall be assessed on their practical skills in a 

series of practical sessions throughout the 2-year course.
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Assessment Format
The assessment is grouped into three Skill Sets:

Skill set 1 - Performing and Observing 

Skill set 2 - Analysing

Skill set 3 - Planning

Each candidate is assessed twice for each of skill sets 1 and 2 and once for skill set 3. For skill 

sets 1 and 2, the assessment is in the form of a practical task which requires candidates to perform an 

experiment, make relevant observations and draw conclusions; for skill set 3. candidates are required to 

analyse a practical problem and produce an appropriate procedure based on the aim of the investigation.

The questions are set by Singapore's Ministry' of Education (MOE). Schools are provided with a 

variety of question types, but it is up to the school to decide on a suitable topic for the students (e.g. 

Titration for Chemistry). Schools prepare candidates through science practical practice sessions. 

Candidates are informed of the general topic and the skills to be assessed at least 2 weeks prior to the 

assessment date. As the assessment is school-based, it is scheduled, earned out and marked by the 

school, after which the scripts will be sent to MOE for inspection and moderation I he question papers 

are highly confidential documents because there may be candidates from different schools taking the 

same question at different dates. The scores for the assessment are kept confidential and are never 

disclosed to the candidates.

In addition, candidates are required to maintain a portfolio containing completed and marked 

assessments and daily tasks. It is to provide evidence of the learning of practical skills and evidence that 

the prescribed range of competencies and topics have been covered. The portfolio will be inspected by 

MOE officers; if it is found to be unable to comply with the assessment requirements, the candidate's 

results may be nullified.

Skill Set 1. Performing and Observing (50%)

Strand 1 1: Demonstrating experimental techniques and skills

Strand 1.2’ Making observations and/or readings and measurements

Strand 1.3: Presenting Data

Skill Set 2: Analysing (25%)

Strand 2.1. Processing Data
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Strand 2.2: Draw ing Conclusions

Skill Set 3; Planning (25%)

Strand 3 1, Planning an investigation

Strand 3.2: Producing a procedure for the investigation

Skill 1.1 is different from the other skill strands, in that it is assessed throughout the duration of 

the practical assessment itself It tests the candidates' ability to perform the given experiment safely and 

without assistance, and to demonstrate correct experimental techniques and skills.

Practical Skills Testing in Science (PEKA)

Assessment of practical work in Malaysian schools has been traditionally through end of year public 

external examination. An alternative practical assessment using paper and pencil tests has been tried before and 

the Malaysian Examination Board has reintroduced this form of assessment An external practical examination is 

of course very expensive to run and is limited in its coverage of the skills to be assessed However same studies 

have shown that the student performance in actual laboratory investigations is considered quite different 

qualitatively the same student performance in a paper and pencil test even though similar process skills are being 

assessed

The Examination Syndicate has come up with an innovative way of accessing students' laboratory 

competencies named PEKA (Assessment of Laboratory Science Work). It is a school-based continuous form of 

examination. It is carried out by the teacher in school to assess the constructs, that have been identified and are 

associated with science process skills, scientific skills, problem solving skills, manipulation skills and scientific 

attitudes, while the students are conducting their experiment, inquiry' oi field work 1 he assessment is a process of 

getting evidence to make judgments on student's acquisition and performance in the construct that have been 

identified and defined according to the performance indicators in 1 he PEKA Guide, the assessment has been 
implemented now and teachers are conducting the assessment as part of the process of teaching and learning. The ® 

assessment is seen as a complement to the existing science curriculum in Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Additional 

Science, Lower Secondary Science (PMR) and Upper Secondary Science (SPM). A manual has been prepared (f 
which explained the management and implementation of PEKA It also elaborates the concept of PEKA, the 

constructs used as well as the scoring procedures.

Scoring Procedures I!
I
I
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Teachers are provided the scoring procedures that they should follow as described in the Teachers Guide. 

A sample of the scoring procedures for a construct is as shown in the table.

Scoring/Marking

Scheme Construct

Performance Indicators Scores/Marks

Conduct of the
Experiment

PP1 Able to carry out the experiment according to 
plan or procedure, such as follows

3 marks if student conduc 
correctly PP1 & PP2

PP2 Setting up/arranging the apparatus and 
materials as listed in the plan

Score 2 marks students wl 
carry out correctly PP1 & PP2 
least 2 indicators from PP2

PP3 Conduct thk 
technique or

experiments according to the 
procedures correctly as described

PP4 Data are coll
measuremen
the apparatus

ected correctly either from 
, or observation. And recorded and 
set up is working

PP2 Show all crit 
and manipuk 
correctly

?ria or factors as follows, i.e. us 
live the apparatus and materials

• Clean and store the
• Dispose materials t 

correctly (if approp

science apparatus correctly 
hat are not needed anymore 
riate)

Students showed all PP1 and a
least on PP2

There are five constructs that teachers she 

the experiment, conducting the experiment, colli 

drawing conclusion and scientific attitude, and ui 

indicators; that teachers should use for scoring pu

mid look for as described in the scoring procedures i.e. planning 

icting data and recording apparatus, making interpretation and 

nversal values. Each construct is further defined in terms ot the

Suggested Model

L ist of abilities to be assessed

1 Following instructions
2 Selecting all the required items ofapparat JS

3 Setting up all the apparatus safely
4 Carrying out any necessary calibrations ai id zeroings

5 Manipulating apparatus correctly and safe iy
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6 Making observations and measurements
7a Recording observations and measurements in an appropriate format — 

writing
7 b Recording observations and measurements in an appropriate format — 

constructing tables ot data
7c Recording observations in an appropriate format — drawing labelled 

diagrams

8 Supplying and using common units of measurement

9 Measuring with precision appropriate to the technique

10 Completing calculations

Guidance on the Assessment of Techniques

The following general points relating to the undertaking of Techniques should he noted:

• Candidates should be encouraged to draw clear sectional, labeled diagrams. I he quality of drawing can be 

assessed in conjunction with the question — 'Would the experiment work as drawn?’. Scales and/or stencils 

must be used. Cut-out diagrams are not acceptable.

• Tables of results must have appropriate headings.

• Experiments should be written up in class.

• All coloui changes should include original and final colours.

• While undertaking Techniques for assessment purposes, candidates must not have access to teachers’ 

checklists.

• Candidates must wear eye protection when carry ing out 1 echniques.

Examples

Technique Specification Criteiia for assessment

Measure the approximate

focal length in order to

select a particular convex

lens from a box containing

five different lenses

The candidate is presented with a box containing

five unmarked converging lenses covering a range

of focal lengths from 50 mm to 500 min I he

candidate is asked to identify by measurement a

lens of specified focal length

The candidate correctly

measures the focal length

and selects a lens of

specified focal length.
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Measure the angle of

incidence and the angle of

refraction of a ray of light

going from plastic or glass

into air

The candidate is provided with a ray-box, a

protractor and a plastic or glass semi-circular

block. The candidate sets up a ray-box on a sheet

of paper and directs a non-divergent ray of light at

the curved surface of the semi-circular block and

emerges from the plane surface. The direction of

the incident ray and the position of the glass block

are previously drawn on the sheet of paper by the

teacher The candidate draws the normal and the

direction of the refracted ray on the sheet of paper

The angle of incidence and the angle of refraction

are then measured from the sheet of paper using

the protractor

The candidate draws the

normal- measures the

angle of incidence and

the angle of refraction

and records values which

are w ithin + or - 2

degrees of the teacher's

measurements.

The candidate is able to:

detect an open or a short

circuit in an electric circuit

1 he candidate is supplied with three circuit boards

each with three similar lamps in lampholders and

connected in series. Each circuit board has a

different fault. One has an open-circuited lead,

another has an open-circuited lamp, and the other a

short-circuited lampholder

The candidate correctly

identifies the fault on

each board and its

location

Planning and earning out Projects and Investigations

Investigative
Skills Objective

Criterion Instructions to
candidate

Additional Guidance

he candidate should be able to:

1 Demonstrate 
understanding of 
the problem posed

Following group 
discussion, the
candidate
individually
identifies and
records an 
investigable 
aspect of the

Having thought about 
the problem and 
talked about it with 
others in vour class, 
write down the factor 
which you are going 
to investigate

Where the dependent variable is given, the 
candidate must give an independent variable 
that is to be investigated,

Where neither variable is given, the candidate 
could give either an independent or a 
dependent variable eg:

concentration of acid or rate of reaction
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problem light intensity or number of seeds germinating 
length of pendulum or period

A list of variables is not required. Candidates 
who make a list must indicate the variable they 
have chosen to investigate.

If the candidate is unable to meet this criterion. 
the teacher should give assistance to enable the 
candidate to proceed but should not award the 
mark allocated to this Objective.

In the case of a candidate who identifies a 
relevant investigable aspect /Azrz cannot be 
investigated within the constraints of the school 
situation the candidate should be directed to 
alternatives without penalty Note: the term 
‘constraints ol the school situation applies to 
any circumstance that would prevent the 
candidate from completing the Investigation, eg 
necessary equipment is not available, 
equipment that is available is insufficiently 
sensitive, length of school period is too short
etc...

State the aim of
the

Investigation

Clearly 
identifies the
aim of the

Investigation in 
terms of the two
relevant
variables.

What is the aim of 
your Investigation?

Both the independent and dependent variables 
must be mentioned, eg to find out how.

light intensity affects the germination of seeds 
the length of pendulum affects the period 
the concentration of an acid affects rate of 
reaction.
Candidates can use their own words — le they 
do not have to use precise scientific terms to 
meet this criterion.

Articulate a 
testable hypothesis

Articulates a
testable 
hy pothesis in 
terms of the two
relevant 
variables; this 
should be
directional if a
continuous

________________

What is your
hypothesis? (What do 
you expect to
happen?)

Where a discontinuous variable is used, 
candidates should not be penalised for using the 
word ‘change’, eg the following are acceptable

I expect voltage to change when I use 
electrodes made of different metals.
I expect height of rebound to change when I 
use different surfaces.
When a continuous variable is used the 
direction of change must be mentioned, eg I
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variable is
chosen

expect,

more seeds to germinate as temperature rises 
current to increase as voltage increases
If the candidate is unable to meet this criterion. 
the teacher should give assistance to enable the 
candidate to proceed but should not award the 
mark allocated to this Objective.

Suggest a broad 
strategy to adopt

The strategy 
gives sufficient 
detail by 
description 
and/or diagram 
to indicate:

a. how the 
chosen 
independent 
variable will be 
altered.

Describe briefly how 
you are going to carry 
out your
Investigation.

It is not sufficient for candidates to say what 
they are going to change; they must state how 
they are going to effect the change, eg I will 
change.
the voltage by adding more batteries/by
tinning the voltage control on the power 
supply, (‘by using a power supply' on its own 
is insufficient as many common power supplies 
have a single output voltage)
the temperature ... by heating with a Bunsen 
burner/water bath
light intensity ... by putting one seed tray in a 
cupboard, one beside a window and one in a 
shaded part of the room
In each case the text after the ellipsis is 
essential For Investigations where candidates 
are provided with prepared samples of the 
independent variable (eg acids of different 
concentrations), they should indicate that they 
are using a different sample for each test.

b. T hat the 
candidate has 
considered what 
will have to be 
measured.

b. Candidates are not required to state how they 
intend to measure the dependent variable It is 
sufficient for candidates to state that they 
intend to measure it, eg I will;
measure the volume of gas given off 
measure the current
count the number of seeds that germinate
Where the independent variable requires to be 
measured, candidates should also state that they 
intend to measure this variable.

Adopt appropriate 
and safe 
procedures

Adopts
appropriate

and safe 
procedures.

(Mark awarded

You should now 
carry out your
Investigation in a safe 
way

Both appropriateness and safety are essential. 
Thus the mark allocated to this Objective 
should not be awarded if the procedures 
followed by candidates:

do not allow successful completion of the 
Investigation eg inappropriate method of
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hy teacher 
observation)

measuring either variable
put themselves or anyone else at risk

Identify the a. Provides a State clearly what a The candidate must refer to the independent
independent working variable you are variable.
variable to be used
and alter it over a

definition of the 
independent

going to change.

suitable range
variable Make a table of your

b. Alters the 
independent 
variable over an 
appropriate 
range taking 
account of a 
suitable number 
of types or 
values.

results. ihe minimum number of ty pes of values must 
be appropriate to the Investigation While a 
minimum of three values w ill be appropriate in 
many Investigations, this number would be 
insufficient for others. For example, the three 
pairs of values below could be obtained by 
candidates investigating either the variation of 
range with angle of projection (smooth curve 
with maximum at 45°) or variation of current 
with voltage (straight line through the origin for 
ohmic circuit).

Variable 1 10 20 30

Variable 2 3.2 6.4 8 8

b. These three points on their own are 
insufficient to establish the relationship 
between these variables.

Control all the a. Makes a a) What variables are a. The statement should include all variables
relevant variables written you going to keep the that must be controlled by the candidate to

as necessary statement of the 
variables which 
need to be 
actively
controlled by the 
candidate.

1

same?

b Controls these 
variables in practice.

ensure that the results of the Investigation are 
valid. For example, if maintaining a constant 
temperature is crucial to the Investigation, 
temperature must be included in the statement. 
However, if small variations in laboratory 
temperature do not have a significant effect on 
the measurements made, the candidate need not 
include temperature in the list
A candidate who omits any variable that must 
be controlled should not be awarded this mark

b. Candidates must actively control all ot the 
variables included in their lists.

Make valid. a. Uses a valid You should now a. Candidates must use a valid method to
reliable method of carry out your measure the dependent variable. (The method

measurement of measuring the Investigation in a safe used by the candidate to measure the
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the dependent dependent way. Use the space independent variable is irrelevant to this

variable variable. below to note results 
or for rough notes.

criterion.
In addition to taking more than one reading of 
the same measurement, repetition/replication 
may involve:
simultaneous experiments eg planting many

b Evidence is Make a table of youi seeds at the same time
provided of a 
form of 
repeat/replicate 
testing which 
improves the 
reliability of the 
result ora valid
written
justification is 
given for not 
repeating/ 
replicating 
measurements.

results. measuring multiples eg the tune for 10 swings 
of a pendulum
Pooling of results is not permitted. I he purpose 
of replication is to improve the reliability of 
the results. Thus a candidate who calculates an 
average incorrectly should not be awarded the 
mark allocated to this criterion Normal 
constraints of the school situation, eg 
insufficient apparatus, cost, length of period 
etc. are not valid justifications for 
repeat/replicate testing not being carried out. 
Candidates should have been directed to other 
investigable aspects without penalty

Tabulate results a. Values (or Make a table of your a. Data must be presented in clearly discernible
w ith appropriate types) with results. rows and columns. Headings should be clear
headings and units appropriate and appropriate. Candidates should be

of measurement headings for
independent, 
dependent (and 
any derived)
variable are
entered in the 
table.

b. Appropriate 
units or their 
correct
abbreviations are 
entered in the 
table.

encouraged to use a ruler when drawing tables. 
However, candidates should not be penalised 
for omitting table lines.

Data errors, should be penalised, eg where it is 
apparent that the candidate has recorded 
incorrect readings for either variable.

b. Units are required for both the independent 
and dependent variables. The units may appear 
in the table headings or in the body of the table. 
Where a table includes repeated measurements 
and an average value the units do not need to be 
repeated for each heading or entry eg:

Reading 1 Reading 2 Reading 3 Average 
reading (units)

would be acceptable for one variable.
Present the results On square ruled During the generative phase it is in order for
on a graph or chart paper or graph paper 

draw a graph or a 
chart based on your 
results Staple the 
square ruled paper or 
graph paper to your

the teacher to direct candidates away from 
Investigations that will not permit the 
candidates to demonstrate these skills
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a. A graph or 
chart of suitable 
size and scale is 
produced

booklet.

i a. 1 he decision about suitability of size of a 
graph should relate to the quality of the 
communication, i e does the graph
communicate findings clearly? A graph that is 
difficult to read or interpret does not meet this 
criterion.

Numerical scales must rise in equal increments

b. Both axes (e.g. 0, 2, 4. 6. 8 not 0, 2, 5,11,23 ...).
have appropriate 
labels and units.

b Any error in labelling or units should be 
penalised unless the candidate has already been 
penalised for the error under criterion RRIa or 
RRlb.

Line graph scales do not need to begin at zero. 
However, candidates using such scales will

c. Plots all the 
points/ bars
accurately

have to exercise great care when drawing 
conclusions. For bar charts, the y-axis should 
begin at zero.

d Draws
line/curve of

c. Plotting either average values or all replicates 
is acceptable. The points plotted should be 
consistent with the data m the table produced 
by the candidate.

best fit or joins 
up the points as 
appropriate 
when the

Incorrect data
plotted correctly should not be penalised again 
here.

independent 
variable is
continuous or
draws a bar chart 
when
independent

d. A line/curve of best fit must be drawn where 
this is appropriate e.g. in physics 
Investigations. Joining of points with a series of 
straight lines should be accepted only if this is 
appropriate to the Investigation

variable is not Inappropriate extrapolation should be penalised
continuous e.g. straight line extended well beyond 

highest/lowest values without supporting data.

Vertical solid lines (spikes) should be penalised
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I in line graphs.

In a bar chart adjacent bars may be separate or 
touching.

Candidates should be encouraged to use bars of 
equal width and to avoid using spikes.

Draw a valid Draws a What conclusion can The conclusion should relate to the aim of the
conclusion inter- conclusion you draw from your Investigation (G2) and should reflect the
relating the

which inter-
results? findings. It should be more than a simple

appropriate restatement of the results.
variables relates

appropriate
the

acceptable: ‘The higher the temperature the
variables or more seeds germinated.’
states thal no not acceptable: 'Half the seeds germinated at

firm 5°C and all the seeds germinated at 25°C.’

conclusion can Where a valid conclusion can be made that is

be directional, the direction of change must be 
included in the candidate’s conclusion.

drawn.
acceptable: ‘The longer the pendulum string the 
greater the period.'
unacceptable; ‘The period of the pendulum 
changes as the string gets longer.’

Candidates do not have to use precise scientific 
terms to meet this criterion i.e. candidates may 
answer in their own words.

Use results to Confirms the What can you say If the candidate is unable to meet the criterion
evaluate the

hypothesis if
about your for skill objective , the teacher should give

original hypothesis hypothesis? (Circle A assistance so that the candidate has an
appropriate or B or C 

you circle B
below It 
complete opportunity to gain the mark for objective.

or refutes the sentence).

hypothesis and A. My hypothesis in
replaces part 3 is correct.

it w ith B. My hypothesis in
appropriate part 3 should be

changed to .
substitute or
states that C. My results do not 

allow me to choose A
no conclusion or B.

1
can be
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drawn.

Describe how the T he description Describe clearly how
Investigation was includes: you set up and carried

carried out

a. a labeled 
diagram and/or

out your
Investigation.

a. Key apparatus must appear in the text or in

statement of the a labeled diagram, A list of apparatus is not
apparatus used: 
b. an account of

required.

the procedure b This account should describe the procedure

adopted to
measure the
dependent 
variable;

actually used by the candidate

c. an account of 
how the
independent 
variable was
altered;

c. This account should describe the procedure 
actually used by the candidate, e.g. a candidate 
may have planned to change temperature using 
a Bunsen burner but may actually have used an 
immersion heater

d. an indication 
of how variables 
which were the d Candidates should indicate how they
investigator’s controlled all of the variables specified in their

responsibility to 
control were

statement tor criterion E3a.

kept constant. Some of the information required may be 
communicated by a clearly labelled diagram 
e.g. diagram could show that temperature was 
controlled by immersion of apparatus in 
crushed ice.

fl

«
1
I
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CONTINUOUS AND COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION

Introduction

School education is the necessary foundation for strengthening human resources that has 

been deemed central for the National development. Since the time of our independence, many 

committees and commissions persistently emphasized upon the free and compulsory education in 

our country. Among various measures that have been adopted to expand the provisions for 

realizing the goal of Universalizing elementary education, the National Policy of Education 

had made several recommendations to improve the quality of school education The 

recommendations include the child-centered approach improvement in the quality of education 

through reforms in the context and the process of education, school facilities, additional teachers, 

laying down minimum levels of learning, and emphasis upon continuous and comprehensive 

evaluation. I his paper examines the concept of continuous and comprehensive evaluation, its 

need and importance, role of teachers and its implementation in schools with an empirical 

support.

Recommendations of National Curriculum for Elementary and Secondary 

Education m Reforming Evaluation Practices

Ihe continuous and comprehensive evaluation was initiated based on the 

recommendations to reform evaluation practices in school education by National curriculum for 

elementary and secondary education - a framework (1988). Therefore it is desirable to examine 

the view points presented in he framework with respect to evaluation, ihe framework 

emphasizes the following:

■ Defining minimum levels of learning at all stages of education while evaluating the 

attainment of children

■ Attaining mastery level in al competencies.

■ Broadening the scope of learners' assessment by way of including the assessment of 

psychomotor skills and socio-emotional attributes.

■ Aiming at qualitative improvement in education through valuation.

■ Using grades instead of marks
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■ As feedback mechanism for the benefit of teachers, learners and parents providing timely 

corrective measures for improving attainment level of students.

■ Using various tools, techniques and modes of evaluation such as paper, pencil test, oral 

testing, observation schedules, rating scales, interviews and anecdotal records, individual 

and group evaluation methods at different stages. Maintain comprehensive student 

portfolios based on observational and situational tests.

ra Reducing undue emphasis on paper pencil tests in evaluation process.

■ Using more and more informal means of testing to reduce the anxiety and fear of the 

examinees.

■ Laying more stress on informal and child friendly methods of testing.

■ Recording of evidences regarding psychomotor skills related to co-scholastic areas 

such as work experience, art education and physical education.

■ Preparing a profile of the growth and development of every' learner,

■ Every school may do planning of a detailed scheme of evaluation in view of the 

minimum learning outcomes coupled w ith content.

■ Evaluation of the key qualities like regularity' and punctuality, cleanliness, self-control, 

sense of duty, desire to serve, responsibility, fraternity, democratic attitude and sense of 

obligation to environmental protection.

■ Participatory and humane evaluation.

■ Continuity of evaluation through periodical assessment of learning to be utilized for 

diagnosing the areas of difficulty and arranging remedial instruction.

■ Demystification of evaluation process for making it transparent by taking parents and 

community into confidence.

B Communication of the evaluation outcomes in a positive manner.

■ Developing competence for self-evaluation keeping in view the maturity level of 

children

Concept of Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation
Evaluation is a process of determining the extent to which the objectives are achieved. It 

is not only concerned with the appraisal of achievement, but also with its improvement. As 

testing evaluation is also concerned with identification of learning experiences and educative
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environment to produce changes in the learner’s behaviour It involves information gathering, 

information processing, judgment forming, and decision-making.

In recent years, there has been a growing concern for improving the quality of 

achievement of all students at elementary level. In this context the NPE, 1986 recommended that 

minimum levels of learning (MLL) be laid down at each stage of primary education, and that 

steps be undertaken to ensure that all students achieve these minimum levels of learning. As a 

follow-up. the MLL for each subject form class 1 to v were stated in terms of competencies. 

Each competence constitutes an expected performance target that lends itself to criterion testing 

which is continuous and competency based. It becomes essential for the teachers to adopt a 

scheme of continuous evaluation that helps in confirming whether or not he learners have 

mastered the competencies or not. A competency also becomes a criterion to organize teaching

learning process, and at the same time to assess the students.

It is a very well known fact that usually evaluation is done to measure the knowledge and 

understanding outcomes. I he evaluation of skills and higher mental abilities are neglected to a 

great extent. The evaluation of non- cognitive aspects like attitudes, appreciation, interests, 

personal and social qualities of students are seldom carried out. I he report of Minimum levels of 

learning and the national curriculum frame work of school education have specified certain 

personal and social qualities that need to be developed in children They stress the point that the 

evaluation should be comprehensive in nature, where in all learning experiences pertaining to 

scholastic, co-scholastic and personal and social qualities are assessed. The comprehensive 

evaluation should involve the summative assessment of cognitive abilities, as well as the 

assessment of health habits, work habits, cleanliness, cooperation, and other social and personal 

qualities through simple and manageable means of tools. The comprehensive evaluation not only 

helps in checking all the standards of performance in both scholastic and co-scholastic areas, but 

also in decision making regarding various aspects of teaching-learning process, promoting the 

students, increasing quality, efficiency, and accountability.

Continuous and comprehensive evaluation necessitates the use of multiple evaluation

techniques and tools in addition to certain conventional ones. I his is required because different

specific areas of pupil growth need different ty pes of evaluation through certain techniques. The

teacher has to select the most appropriate technique for a situation and develop the necessary

tools for the same, and decide upon the periodicity and timing of evaluation.
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Scenario of evaluation practices in schools
Certain empirical studies conducted at Regional level in schools (Rao Manjula, 1998; 

2001; 2002) and other studies reported reveal the following:

• Evaluation practices carried out in schools are still conventional in their nature and 

purposes.

• Continuous assessment in not followed systematically in those schools where teachers are 

trained in in-service programmes.

• Competencies are not assessed through planned procedures of evaluation.

• Assessment of wrong things or the same range of things too often is carried out One 

doesn t get a fair and realistic picture of what students have actually mastered

• Undue reliance on recall is found, rather than enabling the students to transfer and apply 

what they have learnt to different concepts and problems.

• Formative feedback is not provided. Learning difficulties are not identified.

• Ihe personal and social qualities are totally ignored due to lack of awareness of what to 

be evaluated and how to evaluate.

• Remedial instruction is not provided.

Some of the tensions and constraints influencing teachers' evaluation practices are i) 

lack of knowledge and skills related to evaluation ii) lack of facilities and time ni) expectations 

of the Head teachers and the colleagues to complete the syllabus in time iv) the social 

requirement of information and v) external accountability. Furthermore, the in-service 

programmes planned for the teachers have inadequate inputs in evaluation and do not create 

avenues for practical exercises during the training sessions.

Implementation of continuous and comprehensive evaluation
1 he role of continuous and comprehensive evaluation becomes very important when our 

aim is to improve learners' quality in the cognitive as well as in the non-cognitive domains. It 

would be reasonable to regard continuous assessment in the context of school as a continuous 

updating of teachers judgments about learners that permit cumulative judgments about their 

performance to be made Some important points to be considered for implementing continuous 

and comprehensive evaluation are:
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■ Careful examination of the course, and specification of competencies to be attained by 

the learners in terms of knowledge, understanding, application (analysis, synthesis, 

evaluation for higher grades) and skill performance.

■ Knowledge and ability to construct assessment tools that are criterion based appropriate 

for assessing the competencies

■ Careful planning of the competency based teaching procedures. There should be 

congruence between teaching and assessment without which assessment would become 

distorted

■ Comprehensive evaluation of competencies as well as personality traits and attitudes.

■ 1 he maintenance of records.

■ Requirement of knowledge and skills of evaluation, commitment, and assistance to 

provide remedial teaching on part of the teacher.

fools and techniques of evaluation

Evaluation of Scholastic areas

Area Technique fool Periodicity Reporting

All the school -Oral test -Oral -Every day - Using direct

Subjects -Written test questions after or Indirect

-Project work -Class work completing a grades

-Practical -Question competency

activities paper or group of

Maintenance -Unit test competencies

of Portfolios -Assignments -Monthly class
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-Diagnostic

test

test

-Unit test

-Terminal test

Evaluation of co-scholastic areas and Personal and social qualities

Area rechnique Tool Periodicity Reporting

Health Medical

checkup for

physical

growth

Norms of

fitness used by

Doctor

Once in a year Health status

Physical

Education

Observation of

activities

Rating scale As per time

table

Direct Grading

Work Experience

Art Education

Observation at

work and

activities

Maintenance of

Portfolios

Rating scale As per time

table

Direct Grading

Social and Observation Rating scale Day to day

observations by

Direct Grading

(once in every
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Personal qualities

-Cleanliness

-Obedience

-Discipline

-Co-operation

-Regularity

-Punctuality

-Protecting

environment

-Truthfulness

-Patriotism

-Responsibility

Interview

Self reporting

techniques

(students'

diary)

Checklist

Anecdotal

Records

the teachers by

determining

criteria for each

trait.

month)

How Does Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation Help a Classroom Teacher '

In sum, the continuous and comprehensive evaluation helps a classroom teacher in the 

following ways.

• To identify learning difficulties in mastering certain competencies and the intensity ot 

such learning difficulties.

• To improve students' learning through diagnosis of their performance.

• To plan appropriate remedial measures to enable he students who have learning

difficulties in mastering the competency.

• To improve or alter instructional strategies to enhance the quality of teaching.
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• fo decide upon the selecting of various media and materials as a supportive system in 

mastering the competencies.

• To strengthen evaluation procedure itself.

Some Empirical Studies

In view of the existing evaluation practices prevalent in schools and based on the 

recommendations of NPE followed by he National curriculum framework for school education, 

it was considered necessary to develop a scheme of evaluation in order to improve the evaluation 

system. A school Based Evaluation scheme was conceived at implementing the idea of 

continuous and comprehensive evaluation in school situation by the unit of Department of 

Educational Evaluation and measurement, NCERI in Demonstration Multipurpose Schools of 

all RIEs in 2001. The project aimed at developing students’ achievement through continuous 

assessment, diagnosis and remediation, assessment in co-scholastic areas and personal and social 

qualities. Monitoring and supervision was another important component of the scheme that 

aimed at effective implementation of the scheme as well as for providing timely interventions for 

its smooth functioning. Ihe head teacher and the teachers were expected to assume more 

responsibility and power to take initiatives to improve evaluation t he scheme also aimed at the 

involvement of parents in improvement of learners' progress in both scholastic and co-scholastic 

areas. The scheme had a positive impact on learners, especially in improvement of personal and 

social qualities. Ihe teachers were found to have improved their evaluation competencies. Ihe 

teachers of DMS, RIE are continuing the scheme even though the project is completed, which is 

an indicator of successful impact of the evaluation scheme on parents, teachers and students.
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Conclusion

If we wish to discover the truth about an educational system, we must look into its 

evaluation procedures. Examinations in their present form are not the real measure of students 

potential because they cover only a small fraction of the course content . I hey do not cover all 

the evaluation of all abilities. Nor do they provide for the application of multiple evaluation 

techniques which can assess the cognitive as well as the non-cognitive abilities of learners 

Continuous and Comprehensive evaluation facilitates students’ effective learning as well as their 

all round development of personality with its multiple evaluation tools and techniques and

corrective measures. It is utmost important to make continuous and comprehensive evaluation as 

an Integral part of teaching and learning process to promote standards of school education.
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GRADING - CONCEPT, TYPES AND USES

Objectives
At the end of this session, you will be able to .

• state the limitations of marking scheme

• describe the advantages of grading over marking

• explain the concept of grading and

• state the different methods of grading.

• Use grading in your evaluation practices

Limitations of Marking Scheme
The present method of learner evaluation practiced in the schools has been centered on the 

examination, which takes into cognizance only the cognitive aspects of the learning outcomes Ihe 

current practice of numerical marks provided for the actual performance of the students suffers from a lot 

of discrepancies caused due to a variety of errors. Some of the major limitations of the marking are as

follows :

• Marks are supposed to provide absolute measures of the levels of performance of a student. But 

because of variations between the standards of marking of different examiners in the same 

subject, varying standards of question papers in different years, it becomes really difficult to 

accept marks as true measures of a student level of achievement

• Marks in different subjects are also spread over different ranges of marking A certain percentage 

of marks indicate quite different levels of achievement in different subjects.

• Correctness of examiners' decision in awarding a score of 59 or 60 out ot 100.

• The use of 101 point interval scale that runs from 0 - 100, where the absence of absolute zero and 

100. The zero that is artificially created does not represent the nothingness of an attribute and nor 

the score of 100 signifies the perfection in achievement.

• Issue of pass and fail based on getting 33% marks as a cutoff score. Ihe demarcation of 33% is 

arbitrary and has no sound basis. It is difficult to really differentiate between two individuals, one 

getting 32% marks and 33% marks.

• The marks awarded are infected by many factors such as unfair means, erratic marking, 

subjectivity of examiner, etc.
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Keeping the above limitations of marking, as an alternative, the system of awarding grades in 

place of marks would provide a more realistic picture of students’ abilities. In grading, the 

students are placed in different ability bands, which represent a range of scores. Each ability 

range may designate with a letter, which is called a grade. These ability bands may vary 

according to the number of categories one wishes to make. Now let us understand the meaning 

and the concept of grading.

I he Meaning

The word ‘grade’ derived from the I atin word ‘gradus’ where it means ‘step’. Grading is 

a method of communicating measurements of students’ achievement. It involves the use of a set 

of sy mbols that ought io be clearly defined and uniformly understood by the students, teachers, 

parents and all others concerned. Thus, grading is a process wherein subjects may be classified 

on the basis of pre-define standards. A properly introduced grading system may not only provide 

for comparison of student performance, but also indicate the quality of performance with respect 

to amount of efforts put in and the amount of knowledge acquired at the end of the course.

V\ hv Grading ?

Grading is a more satisfactory method than the numerical marking system. It signifies 

individual learner's performance in the form of certain levels of achievement in relation to the 

whole group. Some of the reasons why one should go for grading is provided below :

• An honest confession of our inability to assess human qualities with precision.

• It has the potential of successfully overcoming the errors and differences of 

judgement in awarding marks as an indicator.

• By using the grading system the present difference in the marks of examiners n a 

subject like History will be eliminated

• Students irrespective of the subjects would be placed in all grades

• Grades will represent qualitative descriptions of comparative levels of achievement. 

It provides inter-subject comparability and comparability over the years across the 

boards.

• It will reduce the undue significance that is attached to the award of numerical marks.
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• Grading on curve provides for additivity of grades culminating to Grade Point

Average (GPA). >

Grading in the public examinations will minimize misclassification of students on the 1

unreliable marks. It will reduce unnecessary competitions among higher achievers. It will give a 

greater relief to low achievers as declaring the pass/fai system is abolished. It will reduce the i

parents/social pressure on the minds of the child. I hus, these advantages make the grading to be 

far superior to marking. Now let us go further to know how' to assign grades for students' 

performance.

Types of Grading
Basically, there are two methods of grading. One is direct grading and the other is indirect 

grading. In the first, direct grading is provided to students’ performance. However, in indirect grading, 

students performance is assessed first and provided raw scores (marks) and then the raw scores are 

further converted to grades. We will discuss these in detail now.

Direct Grading
In direct grading, the performance of the students are assessed in qualitative terms and the 

impressions so obtained by the examiner is directly expressed in terms of letter grades. One of the major 

advantages of direct grading is that it minimizes subjectivity. Thus, reducing the inter-examiner 

variations. Further, it is easier to use when compared with the other methods of grading.

Direct grading is used for the assessment of both scholastic and co-scholastic areas. However, 

direct grading is preferred for primary stage of school education and also for various co-scholastic 

learning outcomes. Use of a three-point or five-point scale for grading may be determined in reference to 

the nature and the quality of the attribute This type of grading is more suitable to adopt in a particular 

institution, when the number of questions are few in a test and number of students to be evaluated are 

few Direct grading, however, is devoid of transparency and diagnostic value. Nor does it encourage 

competition among the students to the extent as expected.

Example for a three-point direct grading is :

Grade Description

A Good

B average
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c Improvement Needed

Indirect Grading

As we have said earlier, in indirect grading, students’ performance is assessed first and provided 

raw scores (marks) and then the raw scores are further converted to grades. Ibis could be done through 

two procedures based on the reference point as standard of judgement. ’ he transformation ot marks into 

the grading with reference to the standard of judgement may be carried out in terms of absolute or relative 

grading procedures. We will discuss these procedures in details now.

a) Absolute (.lading

This type of grading is based on a pre-determined standard that become a reference point for 

assessment of students’ performance. It involves direct conversion of marks into grades irrespective of 

the distribution of marks in a subject. It is just like categorizing the students into live groups namely, 

distinction, first division, second division, third division and unsatisfactory. An example of this 

categorization is given as under:

G rade % of Marks Qualitative Statement
1 '

A 75% and above Distinction

B 60% - 74% First Division

C 45% - 59% Second Division

D 33% - 44% Third Division
i i

E Below 33% Unsatisfactory

Similarly, one can use a seven or nine-point scale absolute grading as one can divide the absolute 

marks into any number of categories. Though the range of categories may be the same for different 

subjects, the grades so provided may not be comparable, for the marks themselves are not comparable. 

So in some subjects, one may get higher grades whereas none may get them m other subjects. As the 

distribution of marks varies from subject to subject and from year to year for a given subject, the number 

of pupils placed in different categories will differ from subject to subject and from year to year making 

them incomparable

This method of grading has got several advantages. I he procedure is simple and straightforward 

to use. Meaning of each grade is distinctly understandable. Since the classification of grades is pre

announced, each has the freedom to strive for the attainment of the highest possible grade. In this
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method, the criterion being the focal point, it enables the students to know their strengths and weaknesses 

serving the diagnostic purpose. However, as the raw marks are converted into grades, the various errors 

in measurement still remain Further, the cut-offs for different categories are arbitrarily decided This 

type of grading is more suitable school-based evaluation where the number of student is less.

b) Relative Grading

This type of grading is done for the external evaluation where a large number of students are 

evaluated at a tune. This is popularly known as ’grading on curve’ (curve refers to the ‘Normal 

Distribution Curve'). This method amounts to determining in advance approximately what percentage of 

students can be expected to receive different grades, namely, A. B, C, D. E etc. with reference to a 

specific group. I here is a common assumption that when one considers a large number of students, their 

abilities are normally distributed. However, there is a difference between the true level of performance 

and the perceived level of performance. I hus if the perceived curve is transformed into a normal curve, it 

allows us to categories the obtained scores into a desired number of grades in a scientific manner. Thus, 

if one decided to have a nine-point scale, one may simply divide the entire measurement scale into nine 

equal parts. In this case, the grade values will range from 1 to 9 with a mean of 5 and a standard 

deviation approximately equal to 2 units. Thus, one will get a classification in the form of starune which 

is shown in the figure as well as in the table below:

Nine point Relative Grading
SI.

No.

Letter Grade Interval No. of eases Grade Value

1 A 1.75 g to x 4% 9

2 B 1.25 g to 1.75 c 7% 8

3 C 0.75 g to 1.25 g 12% 7

4 D 0.25 g to 0.75 g 17% 6

5 E -0.25 g to 0.25 g 20% 5

6 F -0.75 g to -0.25 g 17% 4

7 G -1 25g to -0.25 g 12% 3
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8 II -1,75 a to -1.25 a 7% 2

9 I -x to 1.75 n 4%

Further, in the relative grading, the divisions on the measurement cold be based on rank order or 

even percentiles. The number of divisions again depends on the convenience and the nature of the 

attribute being measured. The following advantages are normally attributes to relative grading.

• Grades so awarded will indicate the relative position of the individual student vis-a-vis 

his/her group,

• Grades will provide for comparability even across the curricular areas.

Further, the negative effect of pass/fail will be completely eliminated as the performance of 

individual students will be rated in terms of grades and no grade will signify the failure of students. 

Thus, it will help in reducing the undue significance attached to raw scores. Relative grading also 

have certain limitations. One of the major criticisms is that the percentage of students receiving 

different grades is pre-conceived and that the award of grade to an indiv idual is not determined by 

his/her performance done, instead, it is decided by the performance of the group.

CRITERION REFERENCED AND NORM 
REFERENCED EVALUATION

Objectives
At the end of this session,, you w ill be able to :

• distinguish between norm referenced evaluation and criterion referenced evaluation;

• explain the two types of criterion referenced evaluation;

• state the importance of criterion referenced evaluation; and

• describe the steps followed in the construction of criterion referenced tests.

Norm Referenced and Criterion Referenced Evaluation
There are two different ways of interpreting the students’ performance on tests and other 

tools/techniques of evaluation. One way is to describe individual’s achievement in terms of relative 

standing in some known group. For example. Raju typed better than 80% of his classmates. Another way
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is to describe directly the specific performance in terms of pre-determined criterion, for example. Raju 

typed 50 words per minute without error, though the expected speed was 60 words per minute The first 

interpretation is norm-referenced while the second is criterion referenced. Both ty pes of interpretations 

are useful and employ ed to measure the attainment of the students.

A norm-referenced evaluation is designed to measure performance, which is interpreted in terms 

of student's relative standing in a know n group (class, school, state, etc ). Noun referenced interpretation 

might be based on local, state, or national group depending on the use to be made of the results

On the other hand, a criterion referenced evaluation is designed to measure performance, which is 

interpreted in terms of clearly defined and delimited domains of learning tasks.

Norm referenced interpretation indicates the student's standing in a norm group by noting that 

percent of the individuals in the group who obtained the same score or one lower (called percentile score). 

The criterion-referenced interpretation focused on the percentage of items answered correctly (called 

percentage correct score). Although many types of test scores are used in testing, the distinction between 

the percentile score and percentage correct score is a significant one because it illustrates the basic 

difference between a norm referenced evaluation and criterion referenced evaluation

The steps followed in the construction of norm referenced tests (usual achievement tests) are dealt 

in detail in another module. Thus, this section has been devoted to discuss the two types of criterion 

referenced tests and the steps followed in the construction.

Criterion Referenced Testing
A criterion-referenced test is deliberately constructed to assess a student’s performance level w ith 

respect to a well-defined domain of objectives. Popham (1969) defined Criterion referenced 

measurement as ‘those, which are used to ascertain a student’s status with respect to some criterion i.e. 

performance standard. It is because, the student is compared with some established criterion, rather than 

other students, that these measures are described as criterion-referenced 1 he meaning of an individual 

score is not dependent on comparison with othei students. We want to know what the individual can do 

and not how much he stands in comparison to others'.

Criterion Referenced Tests can be categorized into two : (i) Domain referenced
measurement; (ii) Objective referenced measurement.
(i) Domain Referenced Measurement
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In a domain referenced test the overall score has absolute meaning (criterion referenced meaning) 

in the sense of indicating what proportion of some defined domain the examinee has mastered. I his type 

of measurement is most useful when the area to be measured is a domain that can be clearly defined, the 

number of possible elements in it is within finite bounds, and a sampling frame listing of all elements of 

the domain exists or can be readily constructed, so that a probability sample of elements to be tested can 

be drawn from it.

(ii) Objective Referenced Measurement

Objective referenced measurement refers to the kind of test (or subtest) that corresponds to 

specific objective of instruction or a specific objective that is to be achieved by the student. The test or 

subtest usually consists of a comparatively small number of items drawn from a larger set of possible 

items. Since the objective is usually mastery of some specific skill or acquisition of a quite specific piece 

of information the logical representation of the requisite mastery would be a perfect score.

Most of the teachers, however, find it difficult to get all the students in a class to achieve this 

standard, and therefore in practice they usually settle for something less than perfection; perhaps for 90% 

correct (thus establishing a standard).

Probably the chief way in which the kinds of criterion-referenced measurement differ is in terms 

of the kind of score scales they are intended to yield. Domain referenced measurement is designed to 

yield a continuous score scale in which a maximum score represents 100% mastery of the defined domain 

and a minimum score indicates total absence of mastery of any part of that domain. Objective referenced 

measurement, on the other hand, usually yield just a dichotomous score that indicates whether the student 

has reached the designate standard of performance corresponding to the specified objective.

Importance of Criterion Referenced Evaluation/Tests
The emergence of using more Criterion Referenced Tests is aiming to improve the quality and 

standards of education. As the scheme of automatic promotion is uniformly practiced in our primary 

schools, students often remain weak ;in the basic skills of reading, writing and comprehension besides 

other aspects of achievement, i his has been revealed through many of the research studies. The need to 

lav down Minimum Levels of Learning (MLLs) at the elementary level emergence from the basic concern 

that irrespective of caste, creed, location or sex, all children must be given access to education of a 

comparable standard and all children must master the minimum essential and common competencies
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I hus, MLLs emphasis on mastery of learning. Criterion referenced tests are developed to measure the 

mastery of learning.

Criterion referenced tests are constructed to permit the interpretation of student's test 

performance in relation to a set of well-defined competencies. In relation to the competencies, there are 

three common uses for criterion-referenced test scores : (i) to describe a student s performance, (ii) to 

assign students to mastery stages (.e.g. ‘Masters’ and ‘Non-masters') and (in) to describe the performance 

of specified groups of students in program evaluation studies.

Three additional points about criterion referenced tests deserve mention are ;

• The number of competencies measured by criterion-referenced test will vary from one test to 

the next.

• The number of test items measuring each competency and the value of the minimum standard 

will vary from one competency to the next; and

• A common method for making mastery and non-mastery decisions involves the comparison 

of student's percent (or proportion - correct) scores on the competencies to the corresponding 

minimum standards i.e. when a student's percent scores is equal or greater than the standard 

the student is assumed to be a 'master’ and otherwise the student is assumed to be a "non

master'.

Development of Criterion Referenced Tests
The development of Criterion Referenced Tests consists of five phases namely (i) Planning, (ii) 

Item construction, (iii) selection of items, (iv) Establishing of cut off score and (v) standardization

i) Planning Phase

In planning a test, it is necessary, of course, to bear in mind the test's purpose, and the area to be 

covered Again one's the purpose is decided, it will also make it cleai which of the two principal kinds of 

criterion referenced test - the domain referenced type or objective referenced (mastery) type is 

appropriate one.

If a domain-referenced test is to be developed it will be necessary to define the domain very 

explicitly and very precisely, likewise, if an objective referenced test is what is needed the objectives will 

require precise definition.

For this a test rationale is to be prepared first ihe test rationale is the link between what 

behaviours are to be measured (i.e the domain or the objectives, expressed as behaviors) and how they
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are to be measured (i.e. the test items). The steps followed in establishing the test rationale are given 

below

• Defining in detail the behaviours to be measured : Phis essentially consists of stating the 

objectives and generating there from precise instructional objectives. State the objective with (i) 

an operational verb, a verb that describes what the student must do to demonstrate that he has 

learned, (ii) the conditions under which the behaviour is expected to occur and (in) standard to 

judge whether performance indicates mastery of that objective.

• Deciding on the criteria for drawing from the domain of objectives a sample of behaviours. For 

drawing the sample, the units have to be selected first and the choice of objectives from each unit 

must be determined by their importance for effective classroom teaching and evaluation and the 

time required to complete the unit.

• Deciding the t\pe of test items i I he stem types must be decided upon their merits. Constructed 

response types as well as objective types are preferred as they are easier to score, more objective 

and reliable.

• Deciding on the number of items and general item format including w hether it is to be a speed or 

power test A power test provides sufficient time for the subjects to demonstrate their mastery 

of cognitive competencies. 1 he total numbers of items to measure each of the objectives have to 

be decided by considering the distribution of the item difficulties and duration.

ii) Item Construction

Items are constructed normally by using the most popular and widely used amplified objectives 

approach advocated by Popham and Raker (1973). According to this approach, a set of items generated 

to measure an objective includes (a) a response description, (b) content limits, (c) item format 

specification and (d) item directions.

For example,

Competency : (Class V, Mathematics)

Divide a 4 digit number by a 2 digit number without and with remainder

P1 0 : Given 10 pairs of numbers for division of a 4 digit number by a 2 digit number without and w ith 

remainder, pupils will find the quotient and remainder in at least eight cases in 10 minutes without the 

help of a multiplication table.
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I est . Find the quotient and remainder in each of the following without using a multiplication table.

Example : 458 4-28- 16 and the remainder is 10.

1 3864 4-24 = 6. 7327 + 27 =

2. 4356 4-12 = 7. 6439 -?- 43 =

3. 1645 4- 35 = 8. 5315 4- 38 =

4. 2752 4- 56 = 9. 9415 4-31 =

5. 9840 + 60 = 10. 4000 4- 80 =

iii) Selection of Items

Since a test is planned to measure a predetermined set of objectives, a fairly large number of

items per objective is prepared and from which a simple random sample would be drawn for each of the 

objective

iv) Establishment of cut off score

A cut off score, the score that must be surpassed by the student if he/she is to be credited with 

achieving the stated objective must be established if the test results are to be subjected to a criterion - 

referenced interpretation. The cut score expressed in terms of percentage of correct answer is not 

necessarily the same as the standard of competence that has been set (which is also expressed in terms of 

percentage of the domain that must be mastered). Shaycoft (1979) recommends that the more competent 

the group as a whole, the low er may be the cut off score. For example, a cut score of 80% may work quite 

well for a group which has had a full quota of instruction Perhaps it should be 100% for a group lacking 

formal instruction.

v) Standardisation of the lest

As in the norm-referenced case, the quality of the criterion-referenced test could be assessed in 

terms of two characteristics : reliability and validity.

a) Reliability

1 he term reliability refers to the ability of the decision process to classify students consistently as

masters and non-masters on two separate measurement occasions.
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Suggested Procedures
For objective referenced tests : Most of the main uses ot objective referenced tests involve a 

comparison between pretest and posttest scores, and an expectation that there will be a difference between 

them Therefore, the set of scores with which we should be concerned in determining the reliability ot a 

criterion referenced test is the full range of scores extending from those w ho have had no instruction in a 

unit or module corresponding to the objectives measured to those who have presumably completed the 

instructional programme.

For Domain Referenced Tests : For domain-referenced tests to be used for the evaluation of 

individuals, direct computation of parallel forms reliability is recommended Split-half reliability is also a 

possibility if the nature of the test is such that it does not rule this out.

b) Validity

A test is valid if the scores it assigns to examinees are free from constant or systematic errors and 

hence, the inferences based on those scores are justified. When scores on an achievement test are 

subjected to criterion-referenced interpretation, content validity' is most important. The content validity 

of a test refers to the extent to which the test contains a representative sample of items which define the 

content domain of interest. The approaches that you follow to establish the test rationale, item generation 

and judgement by content specialist, and item selection in the construction of the criterion - referenced 

test will ensure a high degree of content validity.

Activity: Select a content of your choice. Write a precise instructional objective (P 10) and

develop items to test the attainment of the P10.

Comparison between Norm Referenced Evaluation and Criterion Referenced Evaluation
1 he following table summarises the similarities and differences between norm referenced 

evaluation and criterion referenced evaluation.

Norm Referenced Evaluation Criterion Referenced Evaluation

Helps to describe pupil performance in terms 
of the relative position held in some known
group

Helps to describe pupils' performance in 
terms of a specified domain of instructionally 
relevant tasks.

Cover larger domains of learning tasks using 
a few items for each task.

Focus on delimited domains of learning tasks 
using relatively larger number of items for 
each task.

! he test is planned on the basis of general 
descriptions of subject matter topics and

1 he test is typically planned in terms of 
specific behav iourally stated objectives, each
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process skills. providing the basis for one or several related 
test items.

Emphasis discrimination among pupils in 
terms of relative level of learning.

Emphasis description of learning tasks that 
the pupil can do and cannot perform,

Prefer items of average difficulty level. Match item difficulty to learning tasks with 
changing item difficulty.

Used all types of items. Used all ty pes of items.
Norm Referenced Evaluation Criterion Referenced Evaluation

Used for every type of testing. Used primarily for mastery testing.
Required clearly defined group for 
interpretation.

Required clearly defined and delimited 
achievement domain for interpretation.

Percentiles or standard scores are employ ed. Apt to employ 'percent correct’ scores.

Both these types of tests can best be viewed as the ends of a continuum rathet than as a clear-cut 

dichotomy Roth norm referenced and criterion referenced evaluations are useful in classroom teaching. 

Tests during instruction could be in the form of criterion referenced one and the tests that are used at the 

end of instruction could be a norm referenced one,
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PREPARATION OF A DIAGNOSTIC TEST

Objectives
At the end of this session, you will be able to :

• define what is meant by a diagnostic test;

• state the importance of diagnostic evaluation:

• explain the steps followed in the construction of a diagnostic test;

• state the importance of remedial instruction

Diagnostic Evaluation/Tests
Academic backwardness and under achievements are very common among students in our 

schools. Ihe basic reason for this twin phenomenon is that the learning difficulties of students are not 

identified at an early stage. The usual classroom tests (formative tests) do indicate the students" 

difficulties to some extent, but they do not reveal the exact hardspots. There comes the role of diagnostic 

evaluation/test.

A diagnostic test is designed to locate the particular source of a person's difficulties in learning, 

especially in school subjects, thus providing clues to what further measures of instruction, guidance or 

study are needed.

More precisely, a diagnostic test is a test designed to locate specific learning deficiencies in case 

of specific individuals at a specific stage of learning so that specific efforts could be made to overcome 

those deficiencies.

Thus, through the help of diagnostic tests, a class teacher can identify individual students 

learning difficulties in a particular subject(s) and based on these; the teacher could plan various remedial 

measures for rectify ing the student’s learning difficulties. Thus, the teacher can place the student along 

with the larger group. Therefore, diagnostic evaluation and the remedial instruction forms an essential 

component of school based continuous evaluation.

Steps involved in Construction of a Diagnostic Test

Ihe following seven steps are usually followed in the development and construction of a 

diagnostic test, tach of these steps has been discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.
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Step 1 : Identifying Learning Deficiencies
At the beginning, there is a need to identify students learning difficulties in a particular 

lesson unit/subject. Classroom tests and assignments are the two main sources of identify ing students 

learning deficiencies. borough scanning of the answer scripts of weak students provides the teacher 

about the domain of learning difficulties of students. Further, the assignments also serve a similar 

purpose. As a result of these, the teacher may notice that there are certain basic learning points on which 

the students have failed to provide a correct response and they are not related to the present learning but 

to what should have been learned earlier. Thus it becomes a pointer for the teacher to go into those areas 

more deeply. Besides these, the oral performance of students in classroom is another area for 

identification of pronunciation faults.

Step 2 : Analysing Errors
Ones the teacher identify that some of the student(s) have certain learning 

difficulties/deficiencies, then teacher has to go further to identify where it occurs. Error analysis 
helps the teacher to locate the area(s) where learning deficiencies of the students lid It further 
helps in identifying the frequency and nature of the error occurs. I he deficiencies may be in 
more than one area. I hen, the teacher has to decide which area would tackle first Since the 
approach in diagnostic testing is more or less atomistic it is neither desirable nor possible to 
cover all types of errors in a single test 1 herefore, different tests are needed for locating errors 
belongs to different areas of content.
Step 3 : Analysing Content

Through the analysis of errors the teacher gets an empirical evidence of learning difficulties. But 

as the analysis is based on a sample of performance, teacher cannot be sure that the whole universe of 

errors that are likely to occur are covered. For this purpose, the teacher has to make a detailed analysis of 

the content in respect of which the teacher feels the needs to develop a diagnostic test. This involves 

identification of concepts, operations relations, principles generalization, etc. as also identification of 

abilities like recognition, recall, translation, drawing inferences, etc. In the initial stages, teacher may 

start with testing lower level abilities first and then in the subsequent tests, include higher abilities. 1 he 

rational analysis of the content helps in sequencing the content based on various abilities according to 

their degree.

Step 4 : Identifying Learning Points to be covered
Once the dual task of the empirical (error analy sis) and rational analysis has been undertaken, the 

teacher has enough material to handle from which to pick up learning points to be included in the test 

This would be easy in the subjects where it is possible to build hierarchical learning sequences of the 

subject matter. However, in other subjects, both the sources for selection of learning points are to be 

tapped one providing information regarding frequency.
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Step 5 : Selection of Format and Developing Test Items
Before writing various test items, teacher has to decide first about the test format, he two major 

formats like selection and supply types have their own advantages. It is very difficult say that which one 

works better for a particular group of students. It has been observed that students who could not fill any 

item in a completion type correctly got many answers rightly when alternative responses provided. ITius 

it is desirable to develop tests covering a limited set of teaching points in different formats and try them 

out on a small but equivalent samples or the sample sample of students to determine which format would 

give best results. Further, while selecting the format, the criterion to be kept in mind is the quality ot 

results that each format produces in terms of the variety of errors.

Once the format has been finalized, the next step is to develop the relevant type of items on each 

learning point It is desirable to write a large number of items, say at least 8 to 10 items on each learning 

point So if there are ten teaching points to be covered, there must be at least 80 to 100 items.

Step 6 : Assembling the I est
It is better, if it is possible to develop a clear-cut learning sequence in a hierarchical 

manner the items have to be arranged hierarchically. All the items testing a single learning point 
should be organized in order of difficulty staring with simple ones. Once the items are arranged, 
then there is a need to provide the instructions, lhe instructions have to be in simple, clear and 
unambiguous language as to how the questions should be answered. In diagnostic tests, there is 
no rigidity about the time limit, it is desirable to provide a fairly liberal time limit. Then the 
teacher has to identify the correct answers and prepare an outline of the correct response for 
making the scoring procedure easy.
Administering the lest

rhe administration of a diagnostic test is done in a more relaxed atmosphere unlike in the 

standardized tests, lhe teacher may first win the confidence of students and ask them to feel free from 

any apprehension about the results. Teacher must ensure that all students are taking the test and 

attempting all the questions. Students have to be provided enough time to complete all the answers

Scoring, Analysis and Interpretation
lhe scoring of a diagnostic test is entirely different from the scoring of an achievement test. 

Here, the teacher has to not only mark the correct and wrong answers, but also have to make a note of the 

nature of errors in the wrong answers. These errors of students for each question may then put in a 

‘Student Error Chart’ prepared for each individual separately as shown below:
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Name of (he Student
STUDENTS ERROR CHART

Class

Subject

Item No. Right or Wrong Actual Error (if wrong)

1.

2.

3.

4.

After having scored all the items for all the students, teacher may prepare a ‘Student Item 
Card' as shown below for identifying the group of students committing mistakes for certain 
specific items. Ihen the teacher may go back to the 'Student error chart of each of these 
students to get an idea about the nature of mistakes that are committed by these students. Based 
on this information teacher can plan the remediation.
STUDENT ITEM (HARE
Subject : Class :

SI. Name of the Student Test Item Nos.

No. 1 1 2 3 15 6 7

1. ! |

2.

3.

4.

5.

Remediation

Every diagnostic test provides the remedial activities to be organized to overcome the identified 

learning difficulties of students. The remedial activities are not necessarily the same for all students, it 

has to be selected based on individual’s learning difficulties. I his can be done in two ways. I irst, the
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teacher should discuss with each student the mistakes that he/she commits. Ihis personal consultation 

provides the individual to look back to the errors and see if he/she can correct some of them Further the 

personal consultation also provides a chance to identify any personal problems of students which becomes 

the root cause for the particular problem In such cases, the teacher may refer the case to a psychologist 

or an appropriate person

The second wav is to plan and implement a strategy to overcome identified deficiencies of 

students. The strategies may be drill, written exercises, library reading and mutual help in groups under 

the teacher's supervision. Supervised self-learning through self-learning materials, programmed 

instruction materials, various audio-visual materials could also be planned by the teacher to overcome 

individual student’s difficulties. Thus designing appropriate instructional strategies suitable to the needs 

of the individual helps the teacher to rectify the deficiencies of students.
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PORTFOLIO ASSESSMENT
Objectives

At the end of this session you will be able to

• Explain the purpose of portfolios

• Plan portfolios for assessing your students' progress

• Prepare scoring procedures of portfolios

• Report the results of students based on the portfolios

• Appreciate the role of portfolio in assessing the students

There has been a great deal of interest in portfolio assessment in recent years. Decisions based on the 

portfolios include promotion to next grade besides securing a broader sample of students' work

Definition
A purposeful collection of student work that tells the story of the student’s efforts, progress, or 

achievement in given areas. This collection must include student participation in selection of portfolio 

content; the guidelines for selection: the criteria for judging merit; and evidence of student reflection 

(Arter and Spandel, 1992)

Por tfolios provide a means for collecting a variety of assessments over time in order 

to detect students’ patterns of success and failure to achieve instructional objectives. 

(Wiggins, 1989)

A portfolio is a logical strategy to help you find out what you want to know, because it can 

contain the cumulative work of students’ knowledge, and skills.

Some of the important aspects of Portfolios are

❖ Students work is purposefully selected to match instructional objectives

❖ Content reflects students’ effort in. progress toward and achievement of objectives

❖ Students' progress in mastering a process, such as critical thinking, problem solving, strategizing, 

and planning, is one of the criteria for judging items

•> Student help select content

v Teacher uses selection guidelines and shares them with students.
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Criteria for judging items are set in advance and often are shared with students. 

Students’ self-reflection is presented through some means such as journal

Steps in creating Portfolio system
1. Define your purpose

Is the portfolio intended to be a show-case of the students' best work?

Is it to be used for formative purposes to document student progress/?

Will it be used as a summative evaluation tool?

All uses are important; sometimes part of the same portfolio may be used for more than 

one purpose. I he portfolio also determines whether the portfolio is scored, and if so. how it is

scored.

2. Determine the content and skills to be assessed

You will not know whether students have achieved what you hoped they would achieve unless 

you are clear about what you are looking for Specify your instructional objectives and the 

content arid skills the students are supposed to have mastered.

3. Determine whom you will assess and at what grade levels

Should all students of every grade be involved? If not. what grades and which students should be 

included, i he teachers, administrators and the members of the assessment committee should 

decide upon this. Ihe decision should be based on the purpose of the assessment If you are 

planning to provide feedback to all students in your classroom and their parents, you will need to 

collect many pieces of work form those students. If you are collecting information for diagnosis, 

readiness, or referral to special education, you may decide to collect information only on selected 

students and only on specific content and skills.

4. Determine what pieces you will collect

The selection of items for the portfolio should be based on the review of the purpose.

a. Show case Sample of students' best work Example (written materials, paintings, recordings, and 

videotapes, photos that demonstrate the students' productions.
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b Document progress: Classroom behaviour shown in observation records, work samples, 

anecdotal records, general achievement demonstrated through test papers, records of test scores, 

including work- in- progress.

c Evaluation Some of the materials might be the same as those used for documentation of 

progress.

Student self- reports and ratings by others may also be appropriate for portfolios used to 

document progress.

A number of items that may be included in a Portfolio are given as follows:

Items for a Portfolio

• Writing samples

• I ists of books read or materials used

• Mathematical problem sets

• Students reports

• Worksheets

• Reports on laboratory experiments

• Reports of interviews with students

• Audio and video tapes

• Scores on achievement tests

• Ratings and reports of observations

• Projects

• Group activities

• Cartoons prepared by students

• Models

• Computer skills

• Artwork

• Maps, charts, and diagrams

• Tapes of oral reading

• Report of investigations.
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5. Specify the number of times and how often work will be collected

If the purpose is

a Show case: The materials may be collected at any convenient time after the best examples ot 

students work is obtained.

b Document progress: Collect samples of students’ behaviour over an extended period,

c. Evaluation Sample may be collected from all participating students at the same time of the year

and under the same conditions.

6. Make provisions to involve students in the system

One of the major strengths of using portfolios is involving students in the portfolio assessment 

system. Students may help select work to be included in the portfolio. They may also share their work 

and progress with others. This is accomplished in conference with teachers, parents and with others.

7. Set up the procedures for scoring Portfolios

I he primary decision has to be made about scoring portfolios for summative purpose 

whether each portfolio is to be scored as a whole or whether the individual items are to be scored 

and averaged in some way. Here are some examples.

Evaluation of a science project
Rating

Item Project Out
standing

4 points

Acceptable

3 points

Minimally
acceptable

2 points

Poor

1
point

Weight Weighted
score

Planning of the
project
Designing of the 
experiment
Lab skills

Writing report
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General descriptive statement

feacher: - Date

Sample of a Portfolio Evaluation Form

Scoring and providing weightages
If you have scores on each item, you may want to give more weight to 
some items than to others. If your scores are all based on the same 
rubrics, you simply multiply each score by the desired weight, add the 
weighted scores, and divide by the total of the weights. The following 
figure show how this works.

Rubric
score

Weight Weighted
score

Assignment 1 3 3 9
Assignment 2 5 3 15
Assignment 3 4 2 8

Total weighted score 32
Sum of the w eights 8
Portfolio score 32

Example of weighting scores on different assignments of a Portfolio

Communicating Results
Consider arranging for a conference as an informal way to communicate the results, (One of the 

reporting procedures)

Parents will be interested in seeing their wards' best efforts, so they would want to see drafts and 

other materials. Provide for such facilities. Depending upon the level and the maturity of students, make 

students present their best efforts in front of the audience.

Activity
Use the following steps to plan for the use of Portfolios for a project in your class 

❖ Plan the purposes for the objectives 

♦> List the materials to be included and the source

•> Design an evaluation sheet to be used in scoring the portfolio.

SCHOOL BASED ASSESSMENT - A PRACTICAL 
APPROACH
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Objectives
At the end of this session, you will be able to

- Understand the need for school-based evaluation in oui schools

- Identify the roles of teacher, head teacher, parents, and students in the scheme of school-based 

evaluation.

- Apply school-based evaluation principles in practice

- Examine the given model of school-based evaluation for relevant inputs.

Plan for a scheme of school-based evaluation in your schools.

Content
The concept of school-based management was conceived in Australia 1960s. ! his reform

proposed involvement of parents, teachers and community in decision making related to educational 

matters. It also stressed on more flexibility and autonomy of operation for getting better results this 

system expected the teachers to assume more responsibility and power to take the initiatives in school 

improvement Their initiatives are undoubtedly related to accountability for their performance, which is 

obviously concerned with improvement of student achievement Currently, the teacher's professional 

roles, responsibilities and accountability are undergoing drastic changes in terms of their work-roles, 

approaches, orientations and attitudes both for themselves and to those who they are destined to teach

Primarily the teachers are to be provided and equipped with advanced professional competence 

and efficiency towards future oriented assessment skills in general, and in particular, to developing and 

establishing a school-based evaluation Secondarily, they need to self-equip themselves to continuously 

upgrading their assessment skills every now and then.

The present school based evaluation scheme was developed based on the viewpoints from the 

National Curriculum for Elementary and Secondary Education - A Framework (1988 with respect to 

evaluation. l he framework emphasizes on ;

• Defining minimum lev els of learning at all stages of education while ev aluating the attainment of 

mastery level of competencies. In learners.

• Broadening the scope of learner’s assessment by including the assessment of psychomotor skills 

and socio-emotional attributes.

• Aiming at qualitative improvement in education through valuation

• Using grades instead of marks.
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• As feedback mechanism for the benefit of teachers, learners and parents for providing timely 

corrective measures for improving attainment level of students.

• Using various tools, techniques and modes of evaluation such as paper, pencil tests, oral testing, 

observation schedules, rating scales, interviews and anecdotal records, etc. at different stages. 

And reducing undue emphasis on paper pencil tests.

• Using more and more informal and child friendly methods of testing to reduce the anxiety and 

fear of the examinees.

• Checking up of the grow th in the areas of physical, social and emotional growth

• Recording of evidences regarding psychomotor skills related to co-scholastic areas such as work 

experience, art education and physical education.

• Preparing a profile of the grow th and development of every learner.

• Planning of a detailed scheme of evaluation in view of the minimum learning outcomes coupled 

with content may be done by every school.

• Need of comprehensive student portfolios based on observational and situational tests.

• Evaluation of oral-aural language skills and individual and group self-evaluation.

• Evaluation of the key qualities like regularity and punctuality, cleanliness, self-control, sense of 

duty, desire to serve, responsibility, fraternity, democratic attitude and sense of obligation to 

environmental protection.

• Shift from the' content' to the ‘processes’ of learning.

• Creation of school environment which facilitates students ‘learning how to learn

• Realistic evaluation with cooperative spirit

• Participatory and humane evaluation

• Demystification of evaluation process for making it transparent by taking parents and community 

into confidence.

• Communication of the evaluation outcomes in a positive manner

• Developing competence for self evaluation keeping in view the maturity level of children.

In view of the existing evaluation practices prevalent at primary level it was considered necessary to 

develop a scheme of evaluation in order to revamp the system.

Some of the salient features of School-based evaluation are:
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• Continuous and comprehensive evaluation as the basis.

• Internal assessment which forms an integral part of continuous and comprehensive evaluation

• Diagnosis of learning difficulties of the learners followed by planning remedial instruction

• Multiple evaluation techniques

• Continuous feedback mechanism

• Unifying teaching and evaluation as an integral process to assess those skills and abilities which 

otherwise cannot be tested through written examinations.

• The type of assessment that should bear the testimony of individual recognition rather than 

judgment for benchmarking.

• Involvement of pupils in the assessment process

• It involves the assessment of scholastic and co-scholastic areas as well as personal and social 

qualities.

• It emphasizes both aspects of development i.e. the process and the product for the all round 

development of the child,

• It ensures greater involvement of the teachers and sharing of the responsibilities collectively to 

achieve the target of imparting quality education

• It involves situation analysis of both external and internal environment of school. Ihe external 

environment of any school will include, school’s accountability to its community, school’s 

academic responsibility and curricular obligations, societal expectations and social status of the 

school Ihe internal environment of any school will include; school community’s vision and 

mission, school’s formal and in-formal and non- formal curricular programmes, school’s 

resources and infrastructure, school personnel s perceptions and beliefs and very importantly, the 

school's assessment means and principles.

School-based evaluation can be very effective if they are designed on informal-formative or process- 

formative approaches. Collectively institutional efforts in this regard will be very constructive. It is 

the best appropriate and alternative form to the external/public examination. It is holistic assessment

learning-process oriented, student-oriented, future-oriented and development oriented.
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School Based Evaluation Scheme (SBES) -project carried out at DM Schools of RIEs of 
NCERT
I he school-based evaluation ( SBES) was conceived by NCERT to be implemented in all 
Demonstration schools of RIEs for a duration of 2 years. The following areas were covered 
under the scheme

Areas covered in School Based Evaluation Scheme (SBES)

Cognitive Domain Psychomotor Domain

Evaluation of Scholastic Areas
Area Technique Tool Periodicity Reporting

A I! the school - Oral test - Oral Monthly - Using
subjects - Written test Questions class test Direct/

- Project - Class work - Unit Indirect
work - Question Test grades

- Practical paper - Terminal
- Unit Test test

Assignments
Diagnostic
Test
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Evaluation of Co-scholastic Areas
Area Fechnique Tool Periodicity Reporting

Health growth Medical check 
up for physical 
growth

Norms of 
fitness used by 
doctor.

At least once in
a year

Health status

f
Physical
Education

Observation
during
participation in 
activ ities

Observation 
Rating Seale

As per School 
Calendar

Direct grading

Work
Experience Art 
Education

Observation Observation
while at work

As per school 
time table

Direct grading

Social Personal 
qualities

Observation Observation Day to day 
observation by 
teachers

Direct grading 
(once in every
term)

Cleanliness

Obedience

Discipline

Co-operation

Interview Observation
Schedule

Rating Scale 
Checklist

Regularity

Punctuality

Protecting
Environment

Truthfulness

Patriotism

Responsibility

Interests Observation Observation Day-to-day Direct Grading
Observation by 
the teacher
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(Literary,
Scientific,
Music, Dance, 
Painting, Sports/ 
Games)

Rating Scale Organisation of 
activities and
observation

Direct Grading

Attitudes (both 
positive and 
negative 
attitudes)

Observation Day to day 
Observation

Positive only

The primary school teachers of DMS were trained in

- Preparation of blue prints

- Preparation of question papers based on the competencies

- Allocating proper weightages according to the competencies.

- Preparation of rating scales, recording the observations of personal and social qualities identified

diagnosing the learner's difficulties and providing suitable remedial instruction

- Communicating the learners’ progress to parents by providing timely feedback

- Assigning grades for both scholastic as well as co-scholastic areas and personal and social 

qualities.

Monitoring and Supervision
Monitoring and Supervision has been conceptualized as an important component of the

SBES. T his has been included for effective implementation of the scheme as well as providing
timely interventions for its smooth functioning. In view of this a three-tier mechanism of 
monitoring and supervision has been evolved which is as follows:
NCERT level 1 Tier A team of two faculty members of DEME involved in the

project was constituted for the purposes of supervision and 
monitoring of the implementation

RIE level 2r Tier Two faculty members from each RIE acted as local
coordinators who also played the role of liaison officer 
between DEME and DM School. They helped the teachers in 
planning blue prints, and preparing the competency based test 
items. The question papers set by the teachers were
scrutinized, and answer scripts were examined for proper 4
scoring. Guidelines were provided whenever found necessary

DM School 3 Tier Incharge Primary Section plays the role of executive manager
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level for the implementation of the Scheme.
A team consisting of the local coordinators. Incharge, Primary 
Section and some Primary Teachers (on rotation basis) were 
set up as ‘Evaluation Team’ for managing the evaluation at the 
school level.
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TOOLS AND 1 ECHNIQUES OF EVALUATION 
IN SCHOLASTIC AREAS

Overview
Ibis module presents a classification of different types of tools and techniques of 

Evaluation, some of which can be used in the classroom for evaluating the cognitive aspects of 
different subjects.

Ihe characteristics, principles and the constructional procedure of different tools and techniques 

of evaluation are given in detail Examples are provided wherever found necessary to explain the above

Objectives
At the end of this session, you will be able to :

• understand the characteristics, principles and constructional procedures of various types of tools 

and techniques of evaluation

• construct any test, or tool of evaluation according to the principles of construction to measure the 

competency required

• Select a test, tool or technique of evaluation best suited to a given situation

• Analyse the evaluation data produced by the tools and techniques of evaluation used

• Interpret the evaluation data obtained

• Provide feedback to the students based on the analysis and interpretation of evaluation data.

Introduction
After going through the previous modules, you must have realized that it is the evaluation process 

during instruction, or after instruction, that reveals whether the set of competencies have been achieved or 

not. It is this process that helps to measure, test, assess and appraise different learning outcomes or 

competencies. But all competencies which fall under different domains cannot be tested through the 

written tests alone There are different kinds of evaluation tools and techniques to measure different 

competencies. Some of them are tests, while others are either formal tools or informal techniques, 

assessments, and observation methods.

The word 'tool' literally means implement or appliance for mechanical operations. But in 

educational evaluation, it is a means of collecting evidences for students’ performance. Ail the “means” 

which are used to measure the students’ achievement precisely and accurately are called the tools of 

evaluation fhe tools of evaluation can be variously used according to the needs and purposes of the 

evaluator and the kind of behaviours are to be evaluated. In this module, the various tools and techniques 

have been briefly discussed with regard to their characteristics measuring nature and construction
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principles. Before going into the details of different types of tests, a brief classification o' types ot test is 

as follows.

Oral Written Achieve-ment 
I ests

I Essay* Object
Tests

Performance Product
measures

evaluation

Aptitude

Tests

2 Short — Attitude Tests
Answer

3.0bjec- Intelli-gence
tive Type T ests

Other Tests

I \pes of tests and their Classification
* These have not been described in the material
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lhe above classification of tests measure different abilities and performances of students.

Teacher made tests and standardized tests, based on the constructional procedures, and mode of response 

differ from each other

Teacher-made tests are those prepared by the teachers to evaluate the students’ achievement regularly at 

appropriate periods. Teacher made tests are valuable because they

a) assess the extent and degree of student progress with reference to specific classroom activities

b) motivate the students

c) permit the teacher to ascertain individual pupil strengths and weaknesses while the pupil is 

studying a particular subject area

d) provide information for reporting purposes

e) provide immediate feedback for a teacher who can then decide whether a particular unit or 

concept needs reteaching

f) provide for continuous evaluation

Teacher-made tests can be classified into oral tests, written tests, and performance tests.

Excepting the oral test, the other teacher made tests can be standardized by using standardization 

procedures like Reliability and Validity as stated earlier Under written tests, there are different types of 

questions and items. The different types of question/items are presented separately in the following 

sections of the module.

Section 1 : Oral examination
Introduction

The oral method of examination is the oldest fonn of testing. It has all along been a part of 

teaching-learning activity in the classroom. It can be used effectively at any level of instruction, 

if properly plotted and constructed. It serves as a good evaluation technique, and as an informal 

means of appraising the progress of students. I his section deals with the purposes of oral testing 

as an important tool of evaluation at elementary stage; the techniques of oral testing; and 

planning and construction of oral questions. While reading through this section of the module, 

you will be required to plan some oral questions measuring certain competencies in the subject, 

taught at elementary level

Purposes of Oral Test —

Oral tests, if used scientifically, can serve as an excellent means for the following 4
purposes at the primary stage.

<1 
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• in diagnosing students’ difficulties

• to determine how well an individual pupil has integrated his/her knowledge

• to determine how well he/'she can apply the knowledge to various situations

• to evaluate certain types of performances such as oral expressions and pronunciation

• to measure the achievements in case of young children who have not vet learnt to read or write 

full sentences.

Prerequisites required for oral-testing
Planning and constructing oral question in advance is a must
1. Identify the competencies that have to he measured through oral-testing.

2. Write down the questions that you want to use. Question must be selected, worded and used in 

accordance with the purpose you have.

3. Make the wording definite, clear and concise. Students must know and understand exactly what 

is being asked.

4. Design each question to centre on only one idea or concept. Each one must emphasize just one 

point or one competency to be measured

5 Be sure that all questions are answerable.

6. Phrase the questions to indicate the type of response desired. For example, each of the followin 

words indicate a specific type of answer.

• define
• describe
• differentiate
• classify
• give an example/illustrate
• explain
• compare

The above words may be used for your reference to know the kind of competency that you are going 

to measure. In the actual context where you are going to ask questions orally to children, use simpler

terms like ‘what’, ‘name’, 'how', ‘why’, ‘group’, ‘point out the differences’, ‘give example' and so

on.

7. Take into consideration of the individual differences among students.

8 The right answers for each question should be written in advance.

9 Decide upon the method of grading before you test the children orally .

10. When only one question is asked to each of the pupils, care must be taken to keep all questions

comparable in difficulty.
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Techniques of Oral Testing
Ihe teacher can use the following oral mechanisms depending upon the context, level of 

pupils and the competencies to be measured

i) Quiz contest Quiz contest may be conducted in any of the subjects, like Languages, 

Mathematics and Environmental Studies

For example in Environmental Studies II (Living things around us).

a) Which is the animal that lives in the kennel ?

b) Name the bird that swims in water

c) Name the bird that eats nuts and fruits.

ii) Single question put orally to pupils in a group while the lesson is going on

iii) Questions put orally to each pupil when written test is not possible (questions requiring yes no 

answers and full answers).

iv) Questions on pictures : Pictures may be shown to the students and the following questions may 

be asked orally. Questions should be asked in a sequence one after another after obtaining 

response for each

II Reading aloud picture story card

III Conversation generally and on prepared topics.

The following aspects in language could be tested by using the above orai mechanisms.

Correct articulation and intonation while speaking

- Proper grammar usage while speaking

- Vocabulary and its usage 

Communication skills (delivery)

- Correct pronunciation
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Example 2 :

In non-language areas also, oral questions may be asked by using a picture of a diagram For 

example, in Environmental Studies - II, on a lesson “Our Body” a figure of parts of the body may be 

shown, and the oral questions may be asked as follows.

1 Point out to the organ which help us to see things around

2. Point out to the organ nose*.

3. Which is the organ that helps in hearing? Point out.

4 Point out to the head region to the pupil with the finger or a scale and ask what is this portion 

of the body known as ? Why is it important ?

Oral questions in Mathematics may also be asked to test the competency of numbers

Example 3 :

a) I hree of four pictures having number of persons standing in a queue or sitting in a row may be 

shown and the follow ing questions may be asked.

1. How many persons are there in the first picture ?

2. How many persons are there in the second picture ?

b) Ask children to state the numbers from one to nine in ascending order and from nine to one in 

descending order.

5. The following points are important when you are using oral testing in the classroom. 
Ask the question precisely. See to that the questions are well worded and simple.

- Pause to let the students have time to think of an answer

- Cali the student by name.

- Hold repetition of a question to a minimum.

- Commend good answers. Listen to the pupils" answers.
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Try to identify the problem if the pupil is not able to answer. For example:

• in understanding the question

• whether he is prepared for the test

• learning problems

• speech problem

• communication problem

• or any other psychological problems like fear, inhibition, shyness, etc.

• plan an alternative strategy or programme to teach the concept to the pupil.

The above helps the teacher in diagnosing the students' problems and planning remedial 

instruction.

Good oral questions should

- be easily understood

- be composed of common words

- be thought provoking

- cover major points of the lesson

Ihere are some cautions to be followed when using the oral questionary technique. The 

teacher should avoid

catchy questions 

irrelevant questions

- leading questions

- pumping questions to get a response

<1
«
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Section 2

Written I ests
Essay Test

(Preparing the Questions and Scoring the Responses)

Introduction

The Essay type which is a written test, the different types of essay tests and the learning outcomes 

that can be measured through them are discussed here. The guidelines for preparing good essay questions 

along with the scoring guide are also presented.

Objectives :

After completing this section of the module you w ill be able to :

• differentiate between the restricted and extended response essay questions.

• l ist the serious limitations of essay questions, and discuss methods of overcoming these 

limitations.

• Follow the guidelines proposed while preparing essay questions

• Appreciate the value of and need for the essay questions in classroom tests.

• Construct good essay questions and score them following the guidelines.

Essay questions are subdivided into two major types - extended and restricted response, 

depending upon the amount of freedom given, the student to organize his/her ideas and write his 

answer

Essay Type Tests are
• Used to measure complex learning outcomes such as students’ ability to originate ideas, to

organize and express ideas and to integrate, relate and evaluate ideas.

It provides freedom of response to students.
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• Normally, essay type questions begin with the terms such as : ‘Explain’, ‘Compare’. 

‘Discuss’, ‘Describe’, ‘Outline’, ‘Evaluate’, etc. and sometimes with statements such as : ‘In 

your opinion', ‘Do you agree’, etc.

• Essay type questions are used to : Compare, relating cause and effect, justifying, 

summarizing, generalizing, inferring, classifying, creating, applying, analyzing, synthesizing 

and evaluating, concepts, ideas, principles, facts or events.

1 ypes of Essay Questions
1. Restricted Response :

This restricts the scope of the content and the response by mentioning, or by basing the question 

on specific problem or giv ing certain amount of space for answers.

2. Extended Response :

This provides complete freedom to the students to write the answers in their own way. 1 his 

freedom enables them to demonstrate their ability to select, organize, integrate and evaluate ideas.

Restricted - response essay questions evaluates the students' ability to
• Explain cause - effect relationships.

• Describe applications of principles

• Present relevant arguments

• formulate tenable hypotheses

• formulate valid conclusions

• State necessary assumptions

• Describe the limitations of data

• Explain methods and procedures

Extended - response Essays evaluates the students' ability to
• Produce, organize and express ideas

Integrate learning in different areas 

Construct creative stories

<■
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Summarize (eg. Writing a summary ot a story) 

Explain concepts of principles

Guidelines for writing Essay Type Questions
1. Ask questions about major concepts.

1. Require students to apply their knowledge, not simply report facts.

2. Define students’ task as completely and specifically as possible.

3. Ask many short, specific questions, rather than a few general questions.

4. Decide in advance which variables will be considered in scoring and let students know,

5. Indicate the value of the question and the time to be spent in answering it.

6. Decide in advance w hat factors w ill be considered in evaluating an essay response.

7. Do not provide optional questions on an essay test.

8. Use a relatively large number of questions requiring short answers (about one-half page) rather

than just a few questions involving long answers (2-3 pages).

9. Don't start essay questions with such words as ‘list', ’who’, ‘what’, ‘whether’.

10. Adapt the length of the response and the complexity of the questions and answer to the maturity

level of the students.

11. Use novel type of question wherever feasible

12. Prepare a scoring key.

Example
+ Imagine that you and a friend went to a forest. Write a story about an adventure that you 

and your friend had in the forest.

Describe the influence e of Mendel’s laws of heredity on the development of Biology as a 

science.

- Why is the barometer one of the most useful instruments for forecasting weather? Answer *n a 

brief paragraph.

4- Explain the adverse effects of environmental pollution to human lives.

-E Explain the measures that you would adopt to prevent environmental pollution.

+ Discuss the development of technology in India since our Independence.
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Preparation of a scoring guide for Essay questions
a) Decide what weight each question has.

b) For each question. list the most important points.

c) List subpoints for each point

d) Assign weights to each point and subpoint.

e) Prepare a sample of a perfect answ er.

f) Prepare a list of alternative w ays of stating each correct answer

g) Prepare a list of common error and mistakes.

h) Evaluate all answers to one question before going on to the next one.

i) Evaluate answers without looking for the student's identification

j) If specially important decisions are to be based on the results, obtain two or more independent 

ratings.

k) Give the division of marks for different aspects of a question.

Advantages of Essay Type Questions

• Measure complex learning outcomes that cannot be measured by other means.

• Emphasis on the integration and application of thinking and problem solving skills.

• Evaluate the writing skill ability.

• It is very easy for construction

Limitations

• Unreliability of the scoring

• Limited sampling

• Not useful for measuring know ledge of factual information

Short Answer 1 ype
This type ot tests include only short answer type items which usually call for a very short, 

specific set answers in the form of few sentences, a diagram, a numerical working or a combination of 

them The students should have enough freedom to organize and present the answer
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Definition

‘‘A short answer item is a direct question, a specific direction, or a stimulus which produces a 

response of upto 3 to 5 points, or a diagram, or a numerical marking*’

Items of this type are well suited to test the knowledge of vocabulary, names, dates, identification 

of things and so on.

The short answer item is classified as a supply-type test item that can be answered by a word, 

phrase, number or symbol. Ihe three common varieties of the short answer type are (1) the question 

variety on which the item is presented as a direct question, (2) the completion variety in which an 

incomplete statement is used and (3) the association variety.

Examples of each variety follow :

1. Question variety

(Science)

a) What is a natural resource ?

b) Name the important natural resources.

c) What are numerals ? Which are ihe numerals found in Karnataka? 

(Mathematics)

a) How many days are there in a week ?

b) How many days are there in a month ?

c) How many months are there in a year ?

2 Completion V ariety

a) The scientist who discovered the vaccine is..........
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b) The capital city of Karnataka is----------

c) this process of preparing food in plants is known as...............

3 Association Variety

After each city, write in the name of the State in which the city is located.

Dharwad ( )

Chennai ( )

Calicut ( )

Amritsar ( )

Delhi ( )

Uses of Short Answer Type :

Short answer is suitable for measuring simple learning outcomes.

Examples :

a) Knowledge of terminology : What is the single-celled organism known as ?

b) Know ledge of specific facts

When did our country get its Independence ?

c) Know ledge of Principles
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If the temperature of a gas is held constant while the pressure applied to it is increased, what will 
happen to its volume ?

d) Knowledge of method or procedure

What device is used to detect whether an electric charge is positive or negative ?

e) Simple interpretation of the data :

i) In the number 612. what value does the 6 represent ?

ii) In the triangle below, what is the number of degrees in each angle ?

b) Ability to complete and balance chemical equation ,

Mg + (2) HC1 -—-—► ?

(2)A1 + (6)HC 1 -------- ► ?

Suggests for constructing short answer items
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Word the item so that the required answer is both brief, specific and definite.

Example ;

• What kind of process is vapourisation ? (poor item)
• fo what does a liquid change when it evaporates ? (better)

The question should be so worded that there is only one correct answer In certain competencies, 

it may be difficult to achieve In such a case, all acceptable answers should receive credit

Example:

What is the place where a plant or an animal lives is known as ?

(right answer - Habitat)

If the problem requires a numerical answer, indicate the units in which it is expected. Shis will 

simplify the problem to the pupil and will be easy for scoring also.

2. Do not take statements directly from textbooks to use as a basis for short-answer items.

3. A direct question is generally more desirable than an incomplete statement.

4 If the answer is to be expressed in numer ical units, indicate the ty pe of answer wanted

5. Blanks for answers should be equal in length and in a column to the right of the question

6 When completion items are used, do not include too many blanks.
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TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES OF EVALUATING CO-SCHOLASTIC 
AREAS AND O THER PERSONAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS

Objectives
At the end of this session you will be able to

• understand the importance of measuring the non-cognitive aspects in children

• identify the different non-cognitive aspects in different subject areas of class I to class V

• understand the meaning and the different types of observations which can be used as a 

technique of evaluation in a classroom to measure the non-cognitive outcomes.

• Understand the characteristics and the ways of constructing different tools of evaluation to 

measure the non-cognitive aspects in different subject areas.

• To plan and construct different ty pes of evaluation tools to measure the non-cognitive aspects 

in pupils.

Specification of non-cognitive areas
lhe affective aspects that are listed below and based on the recommendations of NPE - 1986 

which specifically highlights the need for promotion of values related to India’s common cultural 

heritage, egalitarianism, democracy and secularism, equality of sexes, protection of the environment 

removal of social barriers, observance of the small family norm, and inculcation of scientific temper 

Keeping the above as the broad spectrum, different ty pes of values have been identified as the key 

qualities which would eventually contribute towards personal and social growth as well as national 

development, by the National Curriculum Framework for school education - 2000.

A few of them are listed as follows : It is expected that every school should make efforts to 

develop these essential affective qualities in children.

1. Regularity and Punctuality

2. Cleanliness

3. Sense of duty/diligence

4. Equality

5. Co-operation

6 Sense of responsibility

7. Truthfulness

8 National Identity

Evaluation of non-cognitive aspects need not be confined only to the above stated affected 

aspects. It w ill include certain psychomotor skills also, like skills of handling equipments, collection
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of materials, drawing and painting, skills related to physical and health education, etc It also 

includes the interests, attitudes, aptitudes and the appreciation aspects. Teachers have to identify the 

non-cognitive components which include both affective and skill aspects in different subject areas 

like (1) Language, (2) Mathe-matics, (3) Environmental Studies, (4) Art Education, (5) Physical and 

Health Education and (6) Work Experience.

Evaluation of these aspects should be a periodic and a continuous affair, because the one time 

observations and references can lead to wrong judgements. It should also be comprehensive in manner 

that gives a complete picture of a pupil through simple and manageable means of assessment of non

cognitive aspects of growth

Below is given a figure showing the tools techniques of evaluating non-cognitive aspects

1 ools and Techniques of Evaluation
Ihe evaluation tools listed in the above figure are discussed in detail in the following sections of 

the module.

Tools and Techniques of 
Evaluation 

(non-cognitive)

A. Observation
--->

B Self 
reporting

*C Projective

Anecdotal
Records

---> Self rating

Rating Scales Self checking

Checklists ---> Personal
Interview

------> Self reporting 
inventory

<1
Tools and Techniques of Evaluation (Noil-Cognitive) W
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Section 1
Observation as a I echnique of Evaluation
Content

We have seen in the previous modules that a pupil’s performance can be evaluated with 
the help of classroom tests which give a quantitative measure of specific behaviour. However, 
all aspects of pupil's behaviour cannot be measured quantitatively through classroom tests. For 
example, we do not get answers to certain questions as :

1 W hether ihe pupil X is sociable with his classmates ?

2. Does he have social manners ?

3 Does he respect others' expressions and points of view ?

4. Does he practice healthy and hygienic habits ?

5. Does he participate actively in performing arts ?

6. Does he have the skills of reading ?

7. How does he accept the responsibility when given ?

1 he above aspects of pupils can be measured only through observation Not only this, many 

aspects and skills pertaining to non-cognitive areas like art education, work experience and physical 

education cannot be measured quantitatively as we measure the cognitive components in 

Mathematics, Env ironmental Studies and languages. For instance, along with the specified non

cognitive areas that have been mentioned earlier, many learning outcomes such as use of equipment, 

showing initiativeness, creativity, persistence, concern for others, respect for law, sensitivity for 

social issues, open mindedness, willingness to suspend judgement, interest in various activities, 

appreciation and other attitudinal aspects can be measured only through a technique like observation.

Meaning of Observation
A measurement for which the primary data source is the viewing of and/or listening to what 

occurs in a classroom or in a teaching-learning environment is a classroom observation. A classroom 

teacher can observe his/her pupils in a number of situations in the classroom, on the playground, in a 

social gathering, in a field trip, in the laboratory, etc. Observation is a method of evaluation which 

requires an observer to record the activities, experiences and expressions of individual pupil either 

separately or in a group
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Example 1 Situations where tasks like drawing, painting, clay modeling are given, the teacher can 

observe certain set of behaviours (pre-planned) like accuracy, neatness, originality, imitation, preciseness, 

symmetry, design, etc

Example 2 :
In what situations does a child play alone or with others ?

- Does the child follow or lead the group ?

Does he fight with other children ?

Does the child have nervous habits ?

- Does he strike or push others ?

Does he exhibit irritation ?

- Does he follow the rules sincerely ?
What prerequisites a classroom teacher requires to use observation as an evaluation tool ?

1. Before approaching the situation, the teacher should decide which aspects of the student's 

behaviour he is going to observe and record (excepting informal observation where 

observation is incidental sometimes).

2. Appropriate timing and distribution of observation periods.

3. Preparation of a rating scale/checklist/or an observation schedule.

4 Skill of interpreting the observed data (if coded in terms of symbols, etc.)

Precautions to the teachers
You have to be careful and cautious while employing the method of observation. Ihe 

important points to be kept in mind are :
1. The significance of observation depend upon the ability, understanding and the characteristics of 

a teacher.

2. You have to be unbiased and free from all prejudices during observation.

3 You have to be conscious of the danger of misinterpretation through the confusion of different 

behaviours to be observed.

4 Recording of observation should be made promptly so that none of the important details are 

forgotten or left out

5. Generalization from observation should be arrived at only after careful study Such 

generalization should be held at minimum.

1 here are the different types of observational techniques that you can use to assess your pupils.
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Observational Fools
1. Checklists

2. Rating scales

3. Anecdotal records

They are presented in detail in the following sections of the module

Section 2
Rating Scales and Checklists
Content

A rating scale is a device for obtaining judgements of the degree to which an individual 
possesses certain behavioural traits and attributes. Rating scales may be devised for evaluating a 
great variety of traits such as generosity, leadership, co-operativeness, resourcefulness, emotional 
stability, discipline, civic sense, initiative, attitudes, interests and other personal and social 
qualities which imply qualitative assessment. It is the qualitative nature of evidence that cannot 
be rated quantitatively. In all these cases, the evidence has to be expressed in terms of the degree 
to which the particular behaviour or skill is present in a person.

Rating scales are also found for evaluating certain skills like, experimental skills, 

observational skills of students, handling equipments, playing on an instrument, handwriting, 

reading skills, etc. Typically, a rating scale consists of a set of characteristics or qualities to be 

judged and a scale for indicating the degree to which each attribute is present

Types of Rating Scales
1. Numerical Rating Scale

2. Graphic Rating Scale

3. Descriptive Graphic Rating Scale

Numerical Rating Scale
This is the simplest type of rating scale which a classroom teacher can use, wherein the teacher 

can check or circle a number to indicate the degree to which a characteristic is present. Each of a series of 

numbers is given a verbal description which remains constant from one characteristic or another. This 

type is useful when ihe characteristics or qualities to be rated can be classified into a number of limited 

categories, and when there is general agreement concerning the categories represented by each number 

Look into the following example given in environmental studies.

Example : Rating Scale
Environmental Studies - materials around us. (Class 2).
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Competency : Pupil observes and examines some common characteristics of non-living things. (Common 

materials and their properties).

identifies common materials on the basis of some easily observable properties.

Classifies given materials according to their properties.

1 eacher observes the chi dren in an activity situation and rates in the following table.
Behaviour to be

observed
Name 1 2 3 4 5

1 Collects different
materials/objects of 
various ty pes.

2. Observes the
materials carefully.

3 Follows the
instructions
systematically.

4. Classifies the
objects into different 
categories

5. Sees the similarities
and differences 
between objects

6. Generalises the
characteristics of
different matters

7. Records the
information

1 Outstanding, 2. Above average 3. Average

4 Below average 5. Unsatisfactory

Graphic Rating Scale
Here each characteristic is followed by a horizontal line. The teacher can evaluate the student by 

placing a check or a cross on a line to indicate the presence or absence of a given trait. Various categories 

are marked on the line and the teacher is free to check between these points if he so desires.

Example :

41
1 To what extent the student is involved in the given activity in Environmental Studies ?

41 

41 

4
4
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Never Seldom Occasionally Frequently Always

2. To what extent the students cooperates with his/her group while doing a task ? 

Never Seldom Occasionally Frequently Always

Descriptive Graphic Rating Scale
This rating form uses descriptive phrases to identify' the pupils on a graphic scale. The 

descriptions convey in behavioural terms what the students are like This scale is very' useful in the sense 

that it clarifies to both the teacher and the pupil, the ty pes of behaviour that represents different degrees of 

progress. The specific descriptions not only shows the objectivity, but also helps in making efforts 

towards an improvement of a particular behaviour

Example
1 To what extent does the pupil participate in the given activity ?

Never

Participates

Participates when Participates actively Participates more
specifically asked to as much as other than other group 
do group members members

Requirements of a good rating scale
1. Iraits must be clearly defined, so that not only the teacher who evaluates would benefit, 

but also the other teachers who would like to use it. For this purpose, brief descriptions 

can be used with the descriptive graphic rating scales.

2. Number of divisions on the scale should be optimum They should not be more or few in 

number. Utmost they can be between 5 to 7.

3. readier should be clear about his/her rating. 1 hat is, the rating should be supported with sound 

rationale and good judgement. This is to avoid careless rating on part of the teacher.

4. The teacher should avoid certain errors which may affect the rating the pupils. For example,

i) Personal bias : Wherein the teacher may be influenced by his/her attitude towards pupils while

raring particular traits. This contaminates the objectivity. It will create a kind of halo effect that will 

affect the objectivity of rating.
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ii) Tendency to rate always either too high or too low, or avoiding both the ends would affect the 

objectivity of rating.

An exemplar material for measuring the personal and social qualities of individual pupils by 

using a rating scale is given hereunder.

Rating Scale for Measuring Personal Qualities
Name

Class :

Sex :

Age :

Personal qualities 1 2 3 4 5
Regularity Always

irregular
Often
irregular

Usually
regular

Regular most 
of the times

Always
regular

Punctuality Always late Often late Usually
punctual

Punctual on
most
occasions

Always
punctual

Cleanliness Never keeps 
body and
clothes clean

Rarely keeps 
body and
clothes clean

Usually
clean

Quite clean 
most of the
time

Always very 
clean and
neat
personally

Sense of 
responsibility

Never
assumes
responsibility

Occasionally
assumes
Responsibility

Usually
assumes
responsibility

Assumes
responsibility
most of the
time

Almost all
the time
assumes
responsibility

Initiative Lacks
creativity
and
leadership
qualities

Initiates but
needs to be 
urged into 
action

Usually acts 
on his/her
own
occasionally
needs
stimulation
from others

Usually acts 
on his own
without
anybody’s
stimulation

Highly 
creative, has 
leadership 
qualities, 
plans and 
acts on his
own

Checklists
A checklist is similar in appearance and use to the Rating Scale. The basic difference between 

them is in the types ot judgement called for For instance, a rating scale provides an opportunity to 

indicate the degree to which a particular characteristic or a trait is present in an individual. The checklist, 

on the other hand calls for a simple ‘yes-no’ judgement. It is fundamentally a method of recording
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whether a characteristic is present or absent. Following is given a checklist to measure the language skills 

of pupils.

Example
Format - 1

A checklist for evaluating language skills

Name

Standard :

Behaviours to be observed Yes No

Reading

1. Understands what he reads

2. Works out the meaning and use of new words

3. Reads independently foi pleasure

4. Pronounces the words clearly.

5. Uses sufficient pause in between the words and the 
sentences.

6. Uses correct accent

Writing

1 Writes the sentences properly.

Writes the words without spelling mistakes.

fakes simple dictation of known words

I akes simple dictation of unknown words 

Punctuates properly 

Writes neatly and legibly.

\\ rites with correct format, spacing, etc.
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In making a checklist, the teacher must first decide what kind of behaviours are important 

enough to be recorded. You may break down the broad skills or content areas and broad personality traits 

into a large number of more limited and specific components. Ali that a teacher has to do is to observe 

the children in the contexts required and tick mark ( under ‘yes’ and ’no’ category against the 

characteristic/attribute listed, as you may see in the example format) provided above.

As mentioned earlier, the checklist helps ns to know whether an individual possesses a 

particular attribute or a characteristic. But it does not help us to know the degree to which the 

characteristic is present as the rating scale does. Hence, checklist may be used only where you 

are required to know whether a particular characteristic is present or not (Yes - No). It should 

not be used where a degree or to the extent to which a particular characteristic is present Check 

each child 2 to 3 times during a month to determine if progress has taken place in certain traits of 

behaviour which are expected.

Section 3
Anecdotal Records

Content
Anecdotal Records are cumulative notes of an individual’s behaviour observed in typical 

situations, activities and experiences.

It is a course and objective description of the behaviour they are a series of notes on exactly 

what a child said or did in concrete situations. As the teacher goes on making successive observations, 

they become cumulative containing a variety and continuity of evidence w hich gives a clear picture of the 

child's behaviour pattern and growth, interests and attitudes, strength and weaknesses and problems. The 

teacher’s daily observations of the child will provide a wealth of information concerning the learning and 

development

Example 1 (Record of student A)

Step 1 •

1 Student ’A' does not mix with other children in the class. He stands alone always.

2. Does not participate in the classroom discussion,

3. Eeels nervous to speak to the teacher. Avoids the teacher as far as possible.

41

II
II
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4 Does not show improvement in learning. Scores very less marks in all subjects Every test 

show a marked decline of the pupil in almost all the subjects

5. Does not do the home assignments given.

6 Does not respond to teacher's questions.

Step 2 :

7. In one Arithmetic class, he cried helplessly when he was asked to work out the problem on 

the blackboard.

8 Stammers, if he is forced to read aloud from a book or made to answer a question.

9. Does not involve in any activity. Never showed enthusiasm at any time to participate in any 

activity.

10. Always prefers to sit in the last bench. He looked very nervous and afraid, when he was 

asked tw ice or thrice by the teacher to sit in the front bench

Teacher’s Comment
Student ‘A' is found to be having a personality problem He feels nervous, shy and 

inferior and unable to mix with others, ihis is having an adverse effect on his learning and 
achievement Because of his nervousness, he seems to be having a speech problem too. Hence 
steps should be taken to (i) meet his parents and have a frank discussions in order to know the 
causes, (ii) to help the student to overcome his problems, and become confident, social and 
aspirant in nature

An anecdotal record is a factual description of meaningful events which a teacher has observed of 

her/his pupils in everyday in and out of classroom situations. Each event is described shortly after it 

happens. A good anecdotal record consists of an objective description of an incident and includes an 

interpretation of the observ ed behav iour.

Precautions to be borne in mind while writing anecdotal record
- Make a record soon after the incident is observed. Otherwise, the observation becomes 

imprecise and distorted with the lapse of time.

Do not interpret an incident out of context, other than in w hich it had occurred.

Limit each anecdote to a brief description of a single specific incident

Keep the factual description of the incident and the interpretation of it separate.
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See to that the description of the incident as objective as possible. Avoid using terms like lazy, 

unhappy, shy, hostile, ambitious, etc. since such terms reflect your views, you may use such 

words when you interpret the behaviour.

Collect a number of anecdotes on a pupil before drawing inferences concerning the typical 

behaviour Because a single behavioural incident does not say anything about a pupil. 

Everyone's behaviour fluctuates somewhat from situation to situation. For eg. Manu appears 

interested in Maths class, but disinterested in English class. Therefore, before arriving at any 

conclusion. :t is better to observe him over a period of time and in a variety of situations.

Record both positive and negative behavioural incidents.

In what ways anecdotal records help teachers ?
Anecdotal records help teachers to understand children in the following manner.

Ihe observations made, guide the teachers to identify the child's needs and help in 

guiding in the child’s development

- In understanding the child’s personality.

Helps in improving and developing teacher’s approaches and attitudes towards the child. 

Helps the teacher to understand more about child's behaviour and to establish the congenial 

atmosphere in which children can develop healthy personality.

- Helps in avoiding unnecessary mistakes caused by lack of knowledge about the child 

Helps in taking necessary steps to solve the problem of the child

The anecdotal record is essential as it not only gives the concrete evidences about a child to a 

teacher, and also for other school personnel interested in a particular child's adjustment. A 

systematic record to which one can refer for an accurate account of the child’s behaviour is 

certainly preferable to memory.

Objectives that can be evaluated by anecdotal records
Objectives where anecdotal records are most valuable are in the areas of social adjustment, 

personal and emotional adjustment and growth and certain interesting learning outcomes where the child 

may react in a novel way either through a discussion, or through responding to a question or through 

certain enquiries. Below are given a few examples of students’ behaviour which may be recorded and 

assessed qualitatively through anecdotal records.

Social Adjustment
- Child's relationship with other children and adults.
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- Child’s relationship with teachers.

- Whether and in what situations the child plays alone or with others, with whom he plays 

specifically.

Whether he works well with a group

- Whether he leaves the group if he cannot get his own way.

- Fights with other children,

- Whether he demands much attention or affection from adults.

- Adjusts well with adults, but poorly with children

- Fearful or antagonistic towards adults.

Personal and Emotional Adjustment
- Whether the child is independent or dependent.

- His manners of meeting new situations.

- His assumption of responsibilities.

- His initative nature in completing a task.

- His demonstration of certain interests and attitudes.

His pattern of emotional reactions (cheerful, laughs, cries easily, hurries, fearful, enthusiastic 

is easily discouraged, displays temper tantrums).

Physical manifestations like vomiting, headaches, and indigestion which are the symptoms of 

emotional problems.

Certain learning outcomes
- Something extraordinary in performing a specific skill (e.g. drawing and painting, 

producing a creative material, does an experiment).

Participation in the classroom discussion (quoting of his unique and interesting observation or 

experience related to the topic; asking a challenging question: withdrawal from participation: 

showing negative reactions to the whole discussion situation).

- Responding (with very interesting or unexpected response; divergent and creative in nature 

which catches the attention; weak response; indifferent responses).

Since the school is concerned w ith the total adjustment and the academic improvement of the 

child, anecdotal records may be used to observe and maintain a continuous and a comprehensive 

record of each child. Maintaining records of this kind will also help the teacher to diagnose 

certain special abilities or talents of each child, which may be nourished. Besides teacher can 

provide a direction to the child in his future regarding his vocation or in pursuance of higher 

education.
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Where the children can be observed ?
Observations for anecdotal records should be made in a variety of situations as children show 

different behaviour under different circumstances. For example, the child may be observed incidentally 

in a v ariety of activities and situations like

- athletic games

- working in the school garden

- when engaged in a group activity in the classroom and outside the classroom

- free play

- when engaged in aesthetic expressions

- discussion in the classroom

- field trips

assembly, lunch room, library

- when mixing with the peer group

- other learning situations

Information about child's reactions at home may be obtained from parents through informal 

interviews. If the record is really to reflect the child's individuality, most observations should be 

made on situations in which he has freedom to display a variety of reactions; where he chooses 

his companions freely and his social relations.

Certain important standards for recording anecdotes
The following list includes some of the essentials for any anecdotal record keeping.

1 Each entry should be dated, so that the sequence and lapse of time are clear when the record

is rev iewed to know about the child. Incidents should be recorded on the day on which they 

occur before memory7 of them becomes distorted.

2. Each entry should contain some description of the situation in which the incident occurred, so 

that it can be properly interpreted.

Examples :

iDate 1 During the class discussion

Date2 While painting in the class w
Date3 While playing in the ground f j

3 Entries should be objective reporting of facts as tar as possible. The reporting of specitic 

incidents should be based upon adequate facts observed Teacher should avoid making 

subjective statements of opinion concerning interpretation.
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4. Entries of incidents should reflect passive, inconspicuous or non-participating behaviour on 

the part of the teacher so as to give a true picture of the child

5. Information about the child from parents may be obtained, since it may contribute clues to the 

interpretation of the child’s behaviour

6 Adequate number and sequence of anecdotal entries upon which to base judgements and 

interpretations of behaviour is essential. A teacher just beginning to keep records should 

make only about one entry a week for each chosen child, more if necessary, with experience, 

fewer entries may be found sufficient.

Methods of Recording Anecdotes
Anecdotal records may be prepared on simple formats. A sample format is given here.

ANECDOTAL RECORDS

Name of the Student : Class : V

A. Incident l

B Interpretation

Date: 29.11.1996

Name of the Obsener (teacher)

he form for the original record may be placed on a small card, or a half sheet, or a full sheet, or 

a page that will fit into a loose-leaf notebook. Original records for each child may be arranged together in 

a chronological order to provide a cumulative picture of the child for later review.

Interpretation of cumulative anecdotal records

The following steps are involved in interpreting the anecdotal records. The anecdotal records 

may be reviewed periodically every month to see

- What trends m behaviour are revealed.
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- What suggestions for handling the child are implied,

What further information should be obtained ?

If there is sufficient information to base conclusions about the child’s development, learning, 

etc, (note that conclusions should be drawn only on the basis of repeated instances).

At the end of each half year, or as per the need, the teacher may write a summary and 

interpretation of each record. 1 his report should not be treated as a case history’, but as a tool in 

guiding and improving the child's learning and social and emotional growth and adjustment. On 

the basis of the summary, the teacher may make a tentative interpretation of the child’s 

motivations and of his major problems and needs. I he ultimate objective is not to obtain some 

information about the child, but to help the child to realize his/her problems and needs, in those 

areas required, and to improve oneself.

I here are other evaluation techniques such as Peer and Self Evaluation t echniques through 

which one can evaluate the non-cognitive or personal and social qualities. The following section 

deals with those techniques.

Section 4
Peer Appraisal
Guess-who Technique

One of the simplest methods of obtaining peer judgements is by means of the guess-who 

technique. Each student is presented with a series of brief behaviour descriptions and asked to 

name those students who best fit each description I he descriptions may be limited to positive 

characteristics or they may also include negative behaviours. ! he following items, are typical of 

the types of positive and negative descriptions used for assessing sociability.

1 Here is someone who is always friendly.

2. Here is someone who is never friendly.

In naming persons for each behaviour description, the students are usually permitted to name 

as few or as many as they wish T he directions and behaviour descriptions must, of course, be 

adapted to the students' age level. For very young students, the technique can be presented as a 

guessing game, with the items stated as follows : “Here is someone who talks a lot - guess who 

? . When the technique is used with older students, the guess-who aspect is dropped and the 

students are merely told to write the names of those w ho best fit each behaviour description.
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The guess-who technique is based on the nomination method of obtaining peer ratings and is 

scored by simply counting the number of mentions each student receives on each description. It both 

positive and negative descriptions are used, such as friendly and unfriendly, the number ot negative 

mentions on each characteristic is subtracted from the number of positive mentions.

Example

Directions : Listed below are descriptions of what some students in this room are like. Read the 

descriptions and w rite the names of the students who best fit each description. You may write the names 

of anyone in this room, including those who are absent. Your choices will not be seen by anyone else. 

Give first name and initial of last name.

Remember !

1. Write the names of students in this room who best fit each description.

2. Write as many names as you wish for each description.

3. The same person may fit more than one description.

4. Write the first name and initial of the last name,

5. Your choices will not be seen by anyone except you and me (teacher’s name).

Write the names below each description

1. Here is someone who enjoys working and play ing with others.

2. Here is someone who is willing to share materials with others.

3. Here is someone who is willing to help others with their school work.

4. Here is someone who makes sure others are not left out of games.

5. Here is someone who encourages others to do well

6. Here is someone who is kind to others who have a problem.

Sociomctric Technique
Hie sociometric technique is a method for assessing the social acceptance of individual students 

and the social structure of a group. It is also a relatively simple technique, based on students' choices of 

companions for some group situation or activity.
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1 The choices should be real choices that are natural parts of classroom activities.

2. The basis for choice and the restrictions on the choosing should be made clear.

3 All students should be equally free to participate in the activity or situation

4 The choices each student makes should be kept confidential.

5. The choices should be actually used to organize or rearrange groups. More spontaneous and 

truthful responses will be forthcoming when the students know that their choices will be used

Example
1 Who is best able to state the problem clearly ?

2. Who asks the best questions ?

3. Who is most willing to seek more information?

4. Who comes up with the best suggestions ?

5. Who is most w tiling to consider the different solutions ?

6. Who comes up with the most complete plan

Name . —....................—....................... . .......... Date . -

During the next few weeks we will be changing our seats around, working in small groups and 

playing some group games. Now that we all know each other by name, you can help me arrange groups 

that work and play best together You can do this by writing the names of the children you would like to 

have sit near you. to have work with you, and to have play with you. You may choose anyone in this 

room you wish, including those students who are absent. Your choices will not be seen by anyone except 

you and me. (teacher’s name) Give first name and initial of last name.

Make your choices carefullv so the groups will be the way you really want them I will try to 

arrange the groups so that each student gets at least two of his or her choices. Sometimes it is hard to give 

everyone his or her first few choices so be sure to make five choices for each question.

Remember '

1. Your choices must be trom students in this room, including those who are absent.

2. You should give the first name and the initial of the last name.

3. You should make all five choices for each question.

4. You may choose a student for more than one group if you w ish
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5. Your choices will not be seen by anyone else.

I would choose to sit near these children :

1 .................................................... 4 ........ .................................... 2

-----............ -----........... --- 5 ............... -...........................

3. ...........-........ ---........... -..................

I would choose to work with these children

1 ---........................... .............. .......... 4 ............................... -........... 2. ............

................... -....................... 5 -........ -................-.............-

3 —........................................ . ..........

I would choose to play with these children

1. --------------------- -------------------- 4 ......... --------- ---------------- 2. ............

—............... . .................-— 5. -........................—-.............

3 ......... ................................ . ..............

I he Sociogram
Ihe matrix table is useful for organizing sociometric data for future use and for determining the 

social acceptance of individual students. It does not depict the social structure of the group, however 

When this is desired, the sociometric results are presented in a sociogram, a graphic picture of the social 

relations in a group, which may be plotted directly from the data recorded in the matrix table.

Self Report Techniques
The oldest and best known method of obtaining information directly from an individual is the 

personal interview. The face-to-face contact has several advantages as a self-report procedure. First, it is 

flexible. Interviewers can clarify questions, can pursue promising lines of inquiry, and can give the 

interviewees an opportunity to quality or expand on their answers. Second, interviewers can observe 

interviewees, noting the amount of feeling attached to their answers, the topics on which they seem to be 

evasive, and he areas in which they are most expansive. Third, the interview makes possible not only 

collecting information from interviewees but also sharing information with them and, as in the 

counselling interview, using the face-to-face contact as a basis for therapy.
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Ihe personal interview would be an almost ideal method of obtaining self-report information 

from students except for two serious problems It is extremely time-consuming and the information 

gained is not standard from one person to another. Therefore, in the interests of both feasibility and 

greater comparability of results, the self-report inventory or questionnaire is commonly used in place of 

the personal interview . An inventory consists of a standard set of questions pertaining to some particular 

area of behaviour, administered and scored under standard conditions. It is a sort of standardized, written 

interview that enables the collection of a large amount of information quickly and that provides an 

objective summary of the data collected.

The effective use of self-report inventories assumes that individuals are both willing and able to 

report accurately . Responses can usually be faked if individuals want to present a distorted picture of 

themselves. Even when they w ant to be truthful, their recollections of past events may be inaccurate and 

their self-perceptions biased. These limitations can be partly offset by using self-report inventories only 

when students have little reason for faking, by emphasizing the value of frank responses for self

understanding and self-improvement and by taking into account the possible presence of distortion when 

interpreting the results. When these inventories are used for assessing affective behaviour in the 

classroom, it may be w ise to have the students respond anonymously.

Attitude Measurement
One of the areas in which self-report inventories are very useful in the classroom is attitude 

measurement. In some instances, attitudes may be important instructional outcomes in their own right 

(e.g. scientific attitude). In other cases, we may wish to obtain measures of students' attitudes toward 

certain classroom activities, the textbook, laboratory experiences, or our own instruction, so that needed 

adjustments can be made. Some information concerning attitudes can, of course, be discovered by 

observation, but a more complete assessment requires that observation be supplemented by reports of the 

students’ feelings and opinions.

Likert Seale
Another simple and widely used self-report method for measuring attitude is to list clearly 

favourable or unfavourable attitude statements and to ask the students to respond to each statement on the 

follow ing five-point scale: strongly agree (SA), agree (A), Undecided (U), disagree (D), and strongly 

disagree (SD) This is called a Likert Seale, named after its originator, and it is very easily constructed 

and scored. The construction involves the following steps :
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1 Write a series of statements expressing positive and negative opinions toward some attitude

object, For example, in preparing a scale to measure attitude toward school, a number ot items 

like the follow ing might be written.

• School is exciting.

• School is a waste of time.
To gel a measure of student self-concept in mathematics, items such as the following might be used

• I am good at solving mathematical problems.

• I usually cannot solve a new mathematics problem.

A good pool of such items can be obtained by ha\ ing the students in your class each write several 

positive and negative statements.

2. Select the best statements (at least 10), with a balance of positive and negative opinions, 

and edit as needed.

3. List the statements, mixing up the positive and negative, and put the letters of the live-point scale 

(SA, A, U, D, SI)) to the left of each statement for easy marking. For students at the elementary 

level, it might be best to list the five points in multiple-choice fashion with the words written out

(e.g. strongly agree).

4. Add the directions telling students how to mark their answers, and include a key at the top of the 

page if letters are used for each statement (SA, A, U, D, SD).

5. Some prefer to drop the undecided category so that respondents will be forced to show 

agreement or disagreement. Others have expanded the scale by adding the categories slightly 

agree and slightly disagree. Although such changes might be useful for some purposes, the five- 

point scale is quite satisfactory for most uses.

Counting

Adding
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Subtracting

Story problems

Math games

Draw ing shapes

Measur mg

Telling time

Making change

Directions : Indicate how much you agree oi disagree with each statement by circling the appropriate 

letter(s).

Key : SA - Strongly Agree: A - Agree; U - Undecided:

SD - Strongly Disagree

SA A U D SD 1 Science classes are interesting.

SA A U D SD 2. Science laboratory is dull and boring.

SA A U D SD 3. It is fun working on science problems.

SA A U D SD 4 Class activities are good

SA A U D SD 5. Reading the textbook is a waste of time.

SA A U D SD 6. The laboratory experiments are interesting

SA A U D SD 7. Most class activities are monotonous.

SA A U D SD 8. I enjoy reading the textbook

SA A u D SD 9. I he problems we are study ing are unimportant

SA A u D SD 10. I am not very enthusiastic about science.

Interest Inventories
As with attitude measurement., information about students' interests can be gathered from simple

self-report devices prepared by the teacher An interest inventory for reading, for example, might be no 

more than a list of types of books with the students asked to mark whether they like or dislike each type
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Reading Interest Inventory
Directions: For each type of book listed below, circle L if you like reading that type of book and

circle D if you dislike reading that type. List any other types of books you like to read on the lines below:

L

L

D

D

1

2.

Adventure

Animal

L

L

D

D

10.

11

Mystery

Short stories

L D 3. Art L D 12. Comedy

L D 4. Biography L D 13. Romance

L D 5. Dance L D 14. Science

[. D 6. Health L D 15. Science fiction

L I) 7. History L D 16. Literature

L D 8. Hobbies L D 17. Sports

L D 9. Music

L ist anv others here--------------------------

A simpler version of this inventory could be developed for students at the primary level by using broader 

categories (e.g. animals, people, places).

Various methods of responding can be used with informal interest inventories. Ihe simple like - 

dislike response method can be expanded to more points, such as like, indifferent, dislike or strongly like, 

like, indifferent, dislike, strongly dislike. When there are relatively few items to respond to. the students 

can rank them in order from list most to like least as in the following example :

Rank Type of Reading

...... -...................... Fiction

—...... -................... Nonfiction

........ ..........-.......— Poetry

----------------------- Drama
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The students are instructed to mark the type of reading that they most prefer in each pair A 

simple tally of the number of marks for each type of reading will indicate the students' relative 

preference.

Using any of the preceding response methods, we can obtain an interest score for each individual 

student, or we can combine the results for the entire class. Although students can fake responses to 

informal interest inventories, they seldom do. There are no right or wrong answers, and the results are 

usually used to plan classroom activities or to develop individual learning programs.
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